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Title: Cc,w11unicative J\biJ.ities: Ar1 m~alysis of the Interact.ions 
of r:cticent and Non-·RcLlcent 'fosk Groups. 
This study is foet1ssc::d upon an investigation of or)servable 
interactive he1wviors which might he chcTacteristic of reticence. 
retice11t .indiYidual is defined as one for vihom apprehension about 
;\ 
.!~ 
participation in oral communication consistently outweighs the projec:~ 
tion of gain :from the situation~ 
Previous research in the a.rea of reticence has been focussed 
on an analysis of the reticent student's att.i tudes toward cnmmu1'lication~ 
relying primarily upon subject self-reports via journals and the 
i.ri_-depth interview. This in turn has p.i.~cvid~d possible areas in which 
2 
observable reticent behaviors might evidence themselves in face-to-face 
small g:roup commt.mications with o-chel· ret.icents and non-reticents. 
An. answe:r. to the f70J lo~·r1· J1(r c1ne<::.t-: ciJ'l 1 • 7;:'· ~ ···01urr11t · 
- . ~~ b ..... -· .l ,, . ~·~t~ .::; , 61.. '. In \·,rhat ways 
and to what extent are the interactive pr'Jf.iJes of task groups with 
reticent members similar to each other in the amount and distribution 
of task ancl social·-emotional acts, and to what extent are they 
different from the groups with ne> reticent members'.? 
Twenty-four subjects, six n::ticeri.t and eighteen mm-reticent, 
were selected from the population of students enrolled in Fundmnentals 
of Speech at Portland State University, Srsri.ng Tenn, 197L Prior to 
the study, the reticent subjects· were identified according to perform-
ance on a papc;r-and··penci1 test dc:::~igned to expose speech fears, and a 
Subjects were divided into six four-person groups. Tllrce of the 
groups consisted of uvo reticent and two ncn-reticent members, while 
the remainbg three groups were composed of four non-reticent subjects. 
Each group participateJ :i.n a single fi:fty .. minute discussion. Data 
from the grcnx~ i~:.teractio11s were 3Ubj ected to ~~tati.::ti<:al inter-
pretation based upon the twelve categories established by Robert F. 
Bales in his Interaction Process Analysis system. The hypotheses 
tested, and the principal findings, arc as follows: 
Hypothesis I: The groups with reticent members will have a 
significantly smaller total of all acts 
initiated than will the groups with no reticent 
members. 
!his hypothesis failed to be conf inned. No significant dif-
ferences ·were revealed in the total number of acts initiated. Because 
of this result, a test was made for differences in the amount of talk-
ing initiated by reticent and non~reticent subjects. No significant 
differences were fovnd. It was therefore ascertained that no dif-
ferences exist in the nu111ber of acts initiated by reticent a11d non-
reticent subjects, nor arc their differences in the total number of 
acts initiated by the groups in which they interact. 
H)rpothcsis II: Within the groups with reticent members> the 
reticents l·Jill address significantly more acts to 
non-reticents th.an to other ret:i.cicents. 
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1his hypothesis was also unsubstantiated. The reticent person 
initiates the same number of acts to other reticents as to non-reticents. 
Hypothesis III: In a comparison of groups with reticent members 
and groups with no reticent reticent members, there 
will be no significant differences in the acts scored 
in the variol1S categories of tl1e interaction 
analysis. 
Significant differences were found in the distribution of total 
acts and acts scored in the "task and socia.1-emotionaln areas. A 
further breakdown of the task categories revealed differences in the 
area "questions and attempted an.5111/ers." The distribution of acts in 
the nposi tive and :negative" categories of the social,-emotiona.1 area 
revealed no significant differences between tJ-1e two types of groups. 
In short, although t..1-ie interaction analysis successfully 
discriminated between the groups with reticent members and groups with 
no reticent members, the differences are subtle enough to make it 
impo.ssible to ascertain which students are truly ttnonnal" and which 
are merely masking the more serious reticent symptoms. It is there-
fore concluded that, precisely because the reticent student is m1-
recognizabl0 from his peers, pedagogies applic3.ble to the reticent 
student should be implemented in the traditional speech classroom. 
Fu-rther research. in the area of reticence is needed in the 
following fOllT areas : 
L Delineation of similarities and differences betweeu those 
reticcnts characterized by their silence an1 those characterized by 
their verbosity. 
2. Detenaination of the incidence and nature of reticent. prob-
lems in the elementary and secondaTy school populations. 
3.. Development of pedagogies applicable to the reticent poi)U-
lation. 
4. Development of standardized measuring instnnnents for 
:reticence" and "attitudes toward cormnw1ication." 
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0-IAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For many years, discerning speech teachers had obseT\Ted that 
a certain small proportion of students in introductory classes did 
"t 
not seem to benefit from traditional pedagogical procedures • .L In-
deed many of these students seemed to get worse! Until recently, 
however, no systematic attempt had been made to understand the 
reasons for this occurrence. 
Recognition of a connnon ground between psychology and speech-
conm1unic:ations led to a search for possible relationships between 
personality patterns and disorders of speech and communications. 
The existence of such relationships a.re now widely acknowledged (Cf. 
Review of the Literature). Speech disorders and personality disorders 
are nrnv considered to be related malfunctions. This attitude is im-
plicit in such definitions as: "A speech disorder is a disorder of 
the person as well as a disorder in the reception and transmission 
of spoken language." 2 The implications of these findings serve to 
emphasize the nature of the responsibility assumed by the speech 
teacher in attempting to deal with speech pro~)lems encountered in 
the nonnal classroom. 
In 1964, Frances LauTa Muir began a study of this heretofore 
unexplainable occurrence.. She found that the symptoms usual1y asso-
ciatecl with stagefright and stuttering could be viewed as existing 
on a c:on tin.uum of communicative behaviors . She therefore suhsurned 
tu1der the term nretic:enr:e" a class of synrptoms which included 
witbdrawal, UDY-iillingness to assume corrnnu..11icative responsibility, 
and general anxiety. 1be common referent in all these behaviors, 
she observed:i was the overwhelming need on the part of this group 
of students to adopt behaviors which would allow them to withdraw 
or avoid the communicative ~:i.tuation. 
In an attempt to provide diagnostic measures of reticence, 
subsequent investigators have focussed on an analysis of the reti-
cent' s c01ni11tmica ti ve abilities, relying primarily on journal re-
ports and the in-depth interview to collect the necessary data~ 
This in turn has provided possible areas in which behaviors d1ar-
acteristic of the reticent personality may evidence themselves under 
controlled laborator; conditions. 
It is the purpose of the present study, therefore, to investi-
gate the observable interactive behaviors which might be characteris-
tic of reticenCE;, hopeiully leading to an obsenrat:.i.onal means of dis-
criminating between the reticent and the non-reticent in<llvidual .. 
Such a study would be an impo·:ttant contribution to the further under-
standing of the cornmw1icative abilities of the reticent population. 
2 
Notes 
1. Gerald l\L Phillips, nReticence: Pathology of the Normal 
Speaker," Speech -~v1anogr~ph~, SS (1968), 39-49. · 
2 .. · Lee Edward Travi.s (ed.), Handbook of Speec:ili Pathology 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,-Inc:-~19-S-7),-. -p-.:- 9tJ5. Cited in 
Frances Le:1ura Muir" Case Stu.di.es of Selected Examples of Reticence 
and Fluency (UnpublisT1-ecf Master's Uiesis, Washington State Univ-
ersi t/:- Pullman, Washington, 1964), p. 2 .. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF 1HE LITERATURE 
This chapter will review the literature pertinent to this study. 
111.e works produced by Muir, 1 Phil:tips, 2 Phillips and Butt,3 Steward,4 
Hopf, 5 Ickes, 6 and Bush c:...nJ Bi ttner7 t.ogether provide a comprehensive 
Teview of the literature relevant to this thesis. 
The germinal work in ·1.:ne area known 85 "~~e·!".icencen was done in 
an unpublis}10d thesis by Francis L. :Muir; Ca~.e Studies of Selected 
Examples C?f Retice~ce and FJ.u~PC:X: In her 1964 study, tv.hiir used the 
te11n. "reticence" to designate a particular kind of cormmmicative di.5-
order. She concluded tl1at it was possible to subsume ux1der "reticence" 
a class of symptoms usually referred to as "stagefright," a:nd placed 
stagefd ght on a continuum of maladaptive speech behaviors which in-
cluded such symptoms as withdrawal, unwillingness to assu11e communi ·-
cati ve responsibility, and general ruL--<iety. 
The tenn "reticence" was d1osen by Muir on the basis of a 
dictionary definition: "Avoidance of social, verbal interaction. Un-
willingness to communicate unless prodded; disposed to be silent; not 
inclined to speak freely; reserved." 8 Muir suggested that reticent 
speech, so described, might be construed as defective speech as it con-
forms to Van Riper's definition, "Speech is defective when it deviates 
so fa:c from the speech of other people that it calls attention to it-
self, interferes with cormntmication, or causes the possessor to be 
s 
maladjusted. 09 "In short," says Muir, "when reticence becomes a pro-
blem for the reticent person it could be considered defective speec:h~"lO 
Muir produced her data by interviewing six reticent and three 
non-reticent subjects selected from over 400 students enrolled in the 
basic speech course at ·washington State University. They were selected 
on the basis of instn1ct0r' s ·.rec:ommendati0ns and a preliminary inter-
view. The interviews were taped, converted to manuscript and subjected 
to content analysis. 
One of Muir's objectives in her investigation was to "isoiate 
behavior which might be characteristic of reticence."11 In explica-
ti.ng the pattenlS of reticent speed1,. two kinds of data ~·vere col-
lected: the subject's evaluation of his own conversational abil-
ities, and the interviewer's evaluation of the subject's voice a11d 
mar..nerisms .12 Both of these evaluations have a direct beari.ng on the 
present investigation. 
TILe subject's evaluation of his m~1 conversational abilities 
was acceptable for the purposes of Muir's study since a factor of 
reticence was prestnned to be the individual's assessment of his own 
connnunicative perfonnance. To bulwark this argument, she quotes 
MacDonald who says that there exists a "high degree of .agreement 
between self-ratings and associate's rating of conversational ability 
s.uggesting that most college students can accurately evaluate their 
conversational ability."13 However, while it may be true that most 
coll.ege students can accurately evaluate their o~m conversational 
abilities> this does not imply that reticent students are capable of 
this accomplishment. Indeed, there raay even be high d.egree of 
correlation between reti~enc:e and the inability to evaluate oneself 
accurately in converstion si tuatirms, since this inability may be 
a factor in the reticent behavior being investigated! Both Muir's 
asstunption a"11.d the above arialysis seem equally plausible. 
The inte1viewer's evaluation of the subject's voice and man-
nerisms could come under similar scrutiny. Muir reports that "a low 
voice, lacking in inflection and accompanied by hesitant speech, was 
most frequently observed. Overall bodily responses appeared to indi-
cate a degree of lethargy. 014 
In mal<ing this assessment, four factors were taken into consid-
eration: 15 
· 1. The subject's nonverbal responses including posture,. 
gestures, physical mannerisrris, and reaction. 
2. Tne freedom with which the sub i ect volunteered in-
fonnation, e.g., the number of-probe questions neces-
sary, the length of response, the inclusion of infor-
mation not requested. 
3. The subject's evaluation of and reaction to both 
subjectively and objectively oriented material. 
4. The subject's voice quality and inflection pattern. 
Here .again, it is reasonable to assume that the interview situa-
tion is not characteristic o:f the settings in which the reticent sub-
. jects nonnally fllilction. The hesitancies in the voice and mannerisms 
may be related to a combination of factors including the .uniqueness 
of the interview situation as well as the discussion of his failure 
in such sensitive areas as present and past social stress situations. 
Another of Muir's objectives in her investigation of reticence 
was to "analyze data in an attempt t:) relate factor·s in the develop-
mental and social background cf the reticent individual to his present 
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coITu11tmicati ve behavior. nl6 She therefore fonnulated cat_egories 
thn~ugh which she could content analyze the material obtained in the 
interviews. 
TI1e four major categories a.re listed below along with the sub-
cat_egories for each: 17 
I. Conversational Patte111s of the Individual 
A. Voice and Mannerisms 
B. Content and Manner of ConnnuI1ication 
C. 1•1ost Threat Persons 
D. Least Threat Persons 
E. Most Threat Situations 
F. Least Threat Situations 
G~ Emotional Reactions to Speech Situations 
IL Environmental Background 
A. Home Erwiron.ment 
1. Socio-Economic Status of Family 
2. Parent's Educational Accomplislunent 
3. Parent's Religious Affiliation 
4. Family Relationships 
5 ~ Conversational Patterns 
B. Community 
1. Type of Community 
2. Stability of Residence of Family 
3. Family Relationship to Cormnuni ty 
III. Social Adjustment 
A. School 
7 
B. Present Social Adjustment 
IV. Values aiJ.d Goals 
A. Religious Values 
B. Political Values 
c. Moral "·./ alues 
D. Social Values 
E. Goal Aspirations 
Categories I and III in the ~fuir study revealed infonnation most 
pertinent to later investigations, including the present one. She 
fo1md, amo.ng other things , that : 
A. Reticent subjects generally "reported being extremely 
conscious of the marmer in whici1 they phrased their ideas. Tney 
attached great importance to the words used."18 In ad<lition, all of 
the reticent subjects felt that,. at least in some instances s "the con·· 
tent of their communication would not interest others."19 This 
observation is similar to findings in Steward's study concerni.ng the 
~igh degree of "conscious awaT,:mess of the speech act. "ZO 
B. "Least threat persons '"·ere those -vrho dem~mded a mi.nimwn of 
co:rmnl!nicative responsibility, e_.g., children, tradesmen, accepting 
family members" while "mcst threat persons most frequently reported 
were authority figures aJ1d persons who might threaten self-image or 
ideas (professors, opinionated persons, different faith persons).21 
TI1e above observation is in general accord with the. findings of 
Stewar<l22 and Phillips. 23 For the present invest_igation, it is 
asstuncd that th.e reticent subjects' most t.l-ireat and least threat per-
sons were absent from the situations being inv~stigated. 
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C. "Most threat situ2tions reported were corrnnunicative and/or 
social stress situations.rt24 Further, Muir reports that "communicative 
responsibility caused anxiety and tension. u25 This has a direct bear-
i.ng on the present investigation because of the implication that groups 
with reticent members should have high instances of showing tension and 
withdrawal and possibly tension release. 
D. All of the reticent subjects nexperienced vaiying degrees 
of anxiety, self-c.onsciousrn~~ss, tension, an.d self-reproach in unpleas-
ant con.vers&tional situations" and "all expressed a desire to avoid 
such .situat:ions"26 Again, this supports the notion that high levels 
of showi.ng tension a.rid withdrawal should be folllld. 
E. Reticent subjects ncvaJuated ti11eir conversational ability 
and themselves negatively:- at least in the context of certain com-
municative si-+.:uations. n27 'i1lis finding, as \Jell as a similar one by 
Steward} 28 clearly indicate!~ '.!°:.hat negative self-image is a central 
consideration in the reticent s:K~ech personality. 
Muir's focus on "environmental background" ~md "values and 
goals" exposed certain other etiological and nosological factors of 
reticence. While careful not to attribute a "cause and effect" re-
lationship betvJeen these sociological factors and the incidence of 
retice!lce, Muir's data revealed what might appea.r to be a marked dis-
advantage in the developmental backgrmmds of the reticent. group. She 
found, for the most part, that reticent subjects reported family re-
lationships to be "cool, strained, or actively hostile"; zg in addition, 
conversation within the family was "frequently carried on at the 
!utility' level, often \·.rith overtones of unpleasantness."30 Values 
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(especially religious values) o= the reticent group were not incul-
cated, and tendf2d to be 'Vaguely defined," negatively stated/' or 
"loosely held."31 Muir also reports that one or more of the follow-
ing factors was operative in the connnunity environment: "upward 
mobility (competitive); chcmge of residence, family were 'outsiders'; 
minimum parental interest was shown in church or connnunity affairs."32 
Finally, social activity was low in that "the subjects tended not to 
10 
identify strongly with any_ group" and t.:liey 0 participated less in school 
and conm1lini ty groups . ': 33 
:Muir concludes her thesis by operationally defini!1g reticence 
as na disordered cormnunication pattern manifestE:d in abnormal silence 
or abnonnal quantity of speech. "34 Al though this definition includes 
both the overly silent and the highly verbal:- she cautions that not 
all quiet persons nor all verbose persons should summarily be clas-
sified as reticent. 
1he influence of :Mui.r's work on all. future investigations is 
readily apparent, both in her description of the problem of reticence 
and in the implications for future theoretical and empirical rescard1 
which others have explored. In summarizi.ng her \·Iork, Steward writes 
the following:35 
Finding subjects, then, whose communicative behavior seemed 
to be· a problem to themselves and others, Muir could, with 
good authority, relegate these problem ... s to the area of 
"speech defects," even though the problems mc:u1ifested could 
EO~ be cl_~ssified acc6i1ffng to kn9.wn_E_~tho1ogies. By ap-
propriating a. label, Muir focused ci.ttention on a condition, 
the existence of which had been indicateJ., but largely neg-
lected by previous researchers. 
Tlie first published appearance of the tenn "reticencen to de-
note an 11 abno11n2.li ty of speech behavior11 requjr:i ng special means of 
\·,. ~-., ·r!t"" . .,, 
diagnosis aJ1d treatment was in an article "The Problem of Reticen~e" 
by G. M. Phi Hips. In his 1965 article·' Phillips emphasizes the 
relationship between speech and personality, utilizing t.h.e existence 
of the reticent student in traditional speech classes as the basis 
for launching a vigorous attack on current asswnptions and practices 
in the teaching of speech. 
In the first portion of his article, Phillips emphasizes that: 
(1) there exists a definite relationship be"bveen speech behavior and 
personality; (2) speech behavior is therefore neither separable from_ 
personaiity nor trainable apart from the personality as a whole; ·and 
(3) reticence could be constri1ed as existing on a continuum with stut-
tering and stagefright, all of which represent "ways in which persons 
whose personality needs impe 1 them to with.draw or avoid the conununi -
cation meet this need in their communication behavior."36 He then 
places reticence into a broader speculative framework by s_uggesting 
that the tenn "reticence" should perhaps be used as a nosological 
cat_egory for a wide ra.."1ge of corrnmJ..riica.tive disorders. He states: 
A human being who seeks to mask his emotions or hide his 
values and/or suffers threat from the existence cf potential 
responses to his connnunication :may elect to 'vvi thdraw through 
stuttering, through manifest stagefright, through monosyllabic 
responses, through maintenance of a phatic level of communi-
cation, through compulsive interaction, etc. Regnrdless of 
the specific method elected, it serves as an explanation to 
the individual for failur8 to cope with the role-demands of 
society. Reticence rnay thus mean more tha11 J.ow quantity in 
verbal output, but ra:ther denote a nosologic category for 
any communicative disorder which results in reducing the 
effectiveness of the individual..,.~n the nonnative verbal inter-
course demanded by his cultm·e. ::> 
In the second part of his article, Phillips discusses the clini-
cal implications of his premises for the teacher of speech. In 
11 
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describing the potentially damaging results whiei"l may ·result if the 
above premises a.re ignored, he points to the connnon practice of class-
room criticism of speech perfonnances. 
When the threatened speaker exposes his personality and 
his values, he expects to be reacted to. as 'person' rather 
than 'nerfonner.' But standard criticis~s are nerfonnance 
oriented. One response is to withdraw into duline~s, to 
play the game as best he c~"'l and preserve a little self-
esteern. The threat of the criticism, however, will affect 
his personality and his communication ability for a long 
time to come. 38 · 
TI1e threat is even more severe for the reticent student. Feeling 
inadequate to the speaking occasion, havi.ng already adm.i tted failure, 
criticism for the reticent speaker oniy tends to perpetuate his already 
negative jJnage. Thus the speaking situation is an invitation of ex-
posure to unmanageable threat, and if the challe.nge is accepted, only 
results :iE -further penal ties. Again, according to PhD.lips: 
The reticent (substitute;; "C") speaker is penalized by 
both criticism and a poor grade. This is a shock to a 
vulnerable persona.lity thc:t may have exposed itself. 
Negative reinforcement Tesults, particularly when pe0rs 
are permitted to join in the criticism. Their insensi.tvity · 
to threat cues often leac!.s them to overcritic.i.ze, particu.:. ·· 
lary projc~ctions of intrinsic personality med1a"1isms, 
heightening the threat to the phenorner.al self of the speaker 
that ".vas exposed, ostensibly to meet the new rules of the 
speech class game ... For the reticent speaker, peer criticism 
only reinforces negative self image and a further penalty is 
exacted for a failure he has already admitted and expected 
would not figure in the game.39 
Phillips therefore asserts that the speech·teacher must learn 
to adapt clinical methodologies for the classroom. Recognizing that 
the speech.teacher is not a psychoanalyst, he nevertheless feels that 
"he ca.l).110t be pennitted to be an authoritarian director of perform-' 
allce. "40 Even tho_ugh a student may, under pressure of a required 
course in speech and the necessity for _achieving good grades, make an 
honest attempt to master the classroom situation, the assumption that 
carr1-over will occur in situations outside the classroom is "not 
fully tenable." Rather, Phillips feels that such forced adaptation 
imposed by temporary authoritarian threat may interfere even more 
with future perfonnances. For these reasons, it behooves the teacher 
of speech to know something of the personality dimensions of his 
students and to adjust his pedagogy accordingly .. 
In conclusion, Phillips states that there ls no question that 
a clinical approach to the teashing of speech is necessary.. The wide-
spread incidence of reticf'nt symptoms in the typical -population of 
speech students is sufficient to warrent a "br8ad rc·-evaluation of 
pedagogical assumptions and me"L1i.o<ls"41 in the speech classroom. 
In a follow-up article, "Reticence Revisited," Phillips and Butt 
discuss their attempts to design and implement classroom methodologies 
which are applicable to the reticent student. Declaring at the outsel: 
that they are "so involved emotionally with the clinical. treatment of 
verbal reticence that [they] wish to throw caution to the winds' ,,4z an 
attack is launcl1ed on some traditional assumptions prevalent in the 
required speech course for begi!ll1ing students: 
Our traditional speech pedagogy takes for granted that 
students can be trained to overcome their "handicap" 
by simple exposure to experiences and criticism.. A 
pattern evolves; students perform and are criticized. 
They will improve as a result of the criticism. They 
will automatically integrate complex cognitive material 
from text, lecture and criticisms into their perfonnance 
and their attitude toward speaking. If they do not im-
prove, it implies a willful rejection of "revealed wis·-
dom" and punishment is justified. Punishment is ad-
ministered in the fonn of a poor grade, and reinforced 
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by negative criticism from instructor arid peers. 1ne 
supposition is that this combination of factors will 
produce "good speakers. 11 43 
The authors then contend that the typical speech classroom can 
be viewed as a fonnal -"grune," the object of which is to earn an "A" 
or "B." Nowhere in the "go.me" is a provision made for developi_ng a 
healthy relationship between the teacher and his students, a11.d 1i ttle 
or no attempt is made to measure -"gain" in communication ability in 
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tJ1e student's life experience. Phillips and Butt therefore state that 
"in the context of a required course, considerably more attention must 
be paid to individual needs and far less attention to the rigorous 
demands of the discipline of public speaking. 11 44 
The next portion of their article discusses a pilot prograin l'VhicJ1 
was b_egun at The Pennsylv2nia State University in o:rder to assist those 
students identified as having real corrunuI1ication problems. One-htL.-ridred-
fifty-four students in four classes participated in the program; all 
classes were conducted in a. clinical manner. Er11phasis was placed on 
individual activity, and. individual contact between teacher and student 
was stressed. It was made clear to 'Llie students that !!.~part of their 
grade depended on their speech performances. Grading was confined to 
Iliastery of cog11i tive material. 
All students were required to keep a daily diary of their reac-
tions to the course and to their communication experiences outside of 
the classroom. Information from the diaries was used both by the 
student to assess his progress and by the instructor to gain feed-
back about his effectiveness. In addition to this classroom effort, 
psychologists from the Counselling Center and speech therapists were 
used as supporting personnel. 
Phillips and Butt report that five major premises guided the 
teaching of the reticence classes: 45 
1. The function of the teacher is to participate with 
the students, not to control or coerce him. 
2. The situation, as seen by the student, dete11nines the 
extent to which progress toward a future goal is pos-
sible. · · 
3. The student must play an active role in determining 
what is to be learaed, particularly if what is to be 
-learned is behavioral or affective. 
4. The single most important aspect in the learning 
nrocess is the interaction between teach.er and 
student. 
5. Regardless of the length of tir.ie the relationship 
e·xisted, so:rr..e progress could he made t01...rard facii-
i ta ting adjustment to a comrntmicating self by the 
student. 
The authors report th.at response to ins tn1ction in the reticence 
section generally seened good, r.ind tht;y provide some typical cases as 
documentation. Most students seemed to improve a little; virtually 
all reported that the course had been a great deal of help. This 
result is especially noteworthy, since nearly one-fourth of the 
students had started the course in previous tenTIS cmd had dropped it. 
While Phillips and Butt realize that few reticent students will 
become proficient at public address, they conclude that most are cap-
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able of discovering a great deal about their abilities as corrrrntmicators, 
hopefully leading to an accurate and optimistic assessment of what may 
be expected in future communication experiences. 
The next major investigation of the reticent personality was 
in a 1968 dissertation by L. A. Ste1vard. In his study, Steward 
delineated several major d.if:ference.s in the backgroll.!J.ds, perceptions, 
and attitudes of reticent and non-reticent individuals, focussi.ng on 
the various concepts as perceived by the subjects in his study. 
In defini.ng reticence, Steward cites Hopf who says the 
reticent inrlividual is none for whom the anxiety which accompanies 
the co1111-nunicative act consistently oun,.;eighs the projected reward or 
precludes the conside::ation of a successful perfonnance. n46 . Thus 
the reticent individual is considered to be a person who "consistently 
exhjbi ts anxiety in cormnunica"!:ive situations because of the way in 
which he perceives and evall!ates his actual or pr~jected performance, 
which in tum results in the selection of inappropriate behavior."47 
Data .... :ere produced by interviewing eight reticent and eight 
non-retio~nt subjects selected from the population of students en-
rolled in the beginning speech course requi:red of all tmdergraduates 
at The Pennsy.lvania State Un:b.--ersi ty. They were selected on the basis 
of performance on a paper and pencil test for "Speech Fearsn and a 
prelimina:r)" interview. As in Muir's study, the interviews were taped, 
converted to manuscript and subjected to content analysis. 
The nine cat.egories used in the content analysis of the inter·· 
views were: (1) Most Threat Persons, (2) Least Threat Persons, 
(3) Most Tiireat Situations, ( 4) Least Threat Situations, (5) Com-
municative PatteTilS: General, (6) Communicative Patterns: Specific, 
(7) Cohesiveness, (8) Extra-Familial Relationships, and (9) Attitude 
Toward Commw1ication. Each category of the content analysis "success-
fully discriminated between the two. groups with very 1:i. ttle overlap 
of individuals."48 
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While many differences '\ere o!)scrved, several dominant themes 
emerged as the most characteristic of reticence as well as the most 
promisi_ng for the future development of procedures for identifying 
the reticent personality. They were: 
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A. "A meaningful difference appeared in the number of iden-
tifications made of individuals or types of individuals who could be 
regarded as threatening •.• Also, the general level of threat appeared 
much lower for the non-R 1s .. " 49 This observaton, that the reticent 
subjects are able to identify a greater numher of specific 'Most 
Threat Persons," indicates that "they are threatened by :!llore people 
and more severely than the non-reticent subjects."50 Responses to 
''Most Threat Persons" by reticent subjects "are usually maladaptive, 
are typically perceived as gaining negative result:s and are followed 
by self negation."51 Thus the most common responses are avoidance, 
withdrawal, and deference. 
B. The reticent subjects reported "Tilini:mal or no communicative 
contact beyond the utility level with adults outside of the irrnnediate 
f~mily.n 52 Conversely, all of the non-reticents reported "favorable 
and valued relationships with adults outside of the family circle."53 
Five of the reticent subjects identified one or more of either "Adults 
in General," "Authority F_igures," or "Teachers" as the ''Most TI1reat 
Person" outside of the farnily. None of these same subjects could 
recall any teacher or adult.outside of the family with whom they had 
shared a meaningful and favorable commu.1icative relationship. This 
finding "points to the possibility_ that the absence of such relation-
ships might be an important factor in the etiology of reticence."54 
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C. With.in the ir.u!1edic:>..te family, all reticent subjects indicated 
one or more members as "Most Threat Persons.n In addition, the reti-
cent subjects, as a group, nperceived communication with parents as 
. . £. 1 1 d" 55 s.1gn1 ·icant y ess rewar 1ng" than the non-reticent subjects. It 
was also discovered that when a Most Threat Person (~ffP) exists 
within the family, "people outside the family who demonstrate similar 
characteristics are simply regarded as MfP's."56 These observations 
indicate that the perception of a threateni.ng relationship within 
the family m3.y be a significant factor in the development of the 
reticent personality. .l\s Steward states, "111e presence of a threaten-
ing personality in the home precludes effective avoidance and provides 
a ·constant reminder of personal inadequacies of the subject as per-
cei ved in that relationship ... 1he constant reminder of in.adc--quacy 
in the home ai1d the attendant perception of threat could be generalized 
to others outside the family when similar characteristics are recog-
nized. "57 
D. Generally, reticent subjects reported experiencing "con-. 
flict between values of home and peer groups. ,,SS 111e result, in 
many cases, was that "friends were not accepted and/or made to 
feel comfortable in the home." 59 The reverse was true of the non-
reticent subjects. In explaining this finding, Steward theorizes 
that 11acceptability of friends to the family as well as compatibility , 
in nonns and values ac:; perceived by the individual are somehow asso-
ciated with the development of the effective speech personality."60 
E. ''Either a favorable connmmicative atmosphere at home, or 
significant relationships with adults outside of the family, .£E. both, 
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is essential to but does not guarantee the ':1-evelopment of a.i1 ef-
fective speech. personality.n61 Thus, the wider the rei!lge of successful 
corrnnunicative contact, the.greater are the chances of developing "a 
similarly vdde ra.."'1.ge in repertoires of effective speech behaviors 
as well as confidence in their employment."62 
Of particular interest to this study is Steward 1 s statement 
that:· 
Observation of behavioral ch.aracteristics offers little 
for purposes of discrimination between the reticent and 
the non-reticent individual. That is, manifestations of 
speech fear and other maladaptive behaviors may be quite 
normal responses due to unfrurtiliari ty and lack of knowledge 
ccncerni.ng appropriate behavior in the situation. 63 · 
Although the above statement was not based on a controlled 
laboratory investigation of behavioral characteristics, it does imply 
that no differences should be found in the social-emotional areas 
of the interaction analysis. 
At a later point in his study, Steward explains that: 
This m1certainty concerning the meaning of behavioral 
characteristics is due to the prodigious capacity of 
humaJ1 beings to hide, substitute, mask or othenvide deny 
from the observer evidences of symptoms perceived by the 
individual to be socially tmacceptable. Individuals be-
have in suc.11 a way ac; to preserve the best possible self-
image and to elicit the most acceptable responses from 
others. Reticence may then be mai1ifes t in any behavior 
that the subject is capable of exhibiting and which is 
perceived by him as more desirable than a display of 
his true feelings regard::!.ng self and crnrnnunication. So 
it is that verbosity, withdrawal, avoidance, hostility 
and other manifestations wi1~ be exhib~ ted. to g4hers 
rather than attempts at genuine conunwncation. 
He therefore emphasizes that the concept of reticence "does not 
describe behavioral dimensions, but rather an attitude tow-ard the 
self with regard to the connm.micati ve act. "65 
The proclivity on the part cf the reticent student to mask 
tmdesirable symptoms with various copi.ng behaviors and thus avoid 
confronting his own inadequate corrnmmicative behavior is well 
docrnnented in Steward's data; he therefore rightly asserts that this 
tendency must be ta.1<en into consideration in the des.ign of instruments 
to identify the reticent, as well as in the des.ign of a pedagogy in 
general. Consequently, Steward feels that measuri.ng instnnnents such 
as the Likert Scales or the Q-sort should be des.igned to illuminate 
the various attitudes and behaviors characteristic. of the reticent 
personality. 
·His concluding implications for pedagogy are based on the 
assumptions that (a) the reticent student is unable to consider him-
self as a successful communicator in circurnstances that are meaning-
ful to him; (b) he is largely unable to assess his present and/or 
potential skills realistically; and (c) his attitude toward the com-
municative act militates against a purposeful pursuit of skills and 
prevents his recognition of sud1 skills when and if they occur. 66 
Thus three major objectives for m1 effective pe~a.gogy are proposed. 
A successful course in Speech would help the reticent student: 
1. To alter perceptions of self and others in relevant 
communicative acts. 
2. To appreciate the principles of the human connnw1i-
cation process so as to be able to assess their own 
strengths and wea.1<11.esses realistically. 
3. To adopt effective speech behaviors which are recog-
nized as sud1 by' the speaker as well,...as other par-
ticipants in the conununica.ti ve act. 61 
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It is further suggested. that classroom procedures to carry out 
these objectives would maximize opportunities for favorable cornmuni-
cative contact among students and instructors in a relatively threat-· 
free environment. 
Published concurrently with Steward's dissertation was an 
article by G. M. Phillips entitled "Reticence: Pathol.ogy of the N0r-
mal Speaker." Phillips raises the problem of understandi.ng persons ld.th 
communicative problems which rrcannot be clearly fitted into accepted 
diagnostic categories but 1vhich, nevertheless, disrupt the social ad-
justment of the speaker and reduce his effectiven9ss as a conmn.mi-
cator. n68 Such a person 
· shows no distorticns in articulation, nor does he rc"'l .. :-eal 
th8 hypertonia associated with stuttering. HE· is usually 
quiet and tends to avoid interacti. on. He is reluctant 
to discuss ideas and problems with others and seems in-
ordinately intimidated by sl1perordinates. He rarely 
asks questions, <loes not socialize wen, and physical 
upsets are often associated with his attempts to com-
municate • . . He does not ai1ticipate success in crnmnuni-
cati ve transactions involving speech.69 
Labeled as "reticent, 0 Phillips defines such an individual as 
"a person for whom anxiety about participation in oral communication 
outweighs his projection of gain from the situation."70 
In order to isolate sp0cific behaviors associated with reti-
cence, Phillips made a study of diary reports from 198 college-age 
persons who were characterized as "severely .inadequate oral communi-
cators. "71 Data from this group were compared to similar data from 1100 
students identified as non-reticent. Based on this comparison, the fol-
lowing features were identified as characteristic of the reticent 
population:72 
1. They reported shakiness which interfered with their 
attempts to connnunicate during classroom recitations 
a-r1d public perfonnances. · 
2. They reported that duri1]£ attempts to speak they were 
conscious of physical symptoms, "butterflies in the 
stomach," loud or rapid heartbeat, heodad1e, throbbing 
temples, nausea, excessive persp:iration) and ino.bilfty 
to see the audience ... Reticent subjects also reported 
that they felt no sense of relief or accomplishment at 
the completion oi a comnW1ication. 
3. Virtually all reticent subjects reported that, on 
occasion, they formd it necessary to break off com-
munication with someone abruptly because of their 
·fears and apprehensions. 
4. Reticents expressed inability to cormnunicatc with 
"important" people like teachers or colll1?elors ... 
They also reported an inability to talk about 
personal problems with others. 
5. Others, such as parents or tead1ers, had called com-
nuuicative inadequacies to the attention of reticcnts, 
or, at least, ret5vcents rem.ernbeTe<l n18re occasions 1~l~eJ1 
this had happened than normals remembered. 
6. Most reticents had an image of themselves as excessively 
quiet and saw themselves· consistently on the fTinges of 
social gatheri_ngs. 
7. Reticents felt compelled to be unnaturally apologetic 
when their ideas were challenged and they interpreted 
questions about content of connnunication as personal 
criticisms. 
8. Reticents preferred to co1nn1lll1icate in writing where 
possible and most had achieved a fairly high level of 
skill at writing. Virtually all mentioned problems 
they had had with oral perfonnances in public school 
and remembered frequently receiving poor grades on 
such public performances. 
9. Most reticents e2'.'Pressed singular inability to talk 
with their parents. 
Based on these characteristics, Phillips regards a reticent 
person as one who habituates certain connm1nicative behaviors in·order 
to avoid certain anxiety-producing situations, even though the be-
')') 
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havior no longer aids in the avoidcmce or reduction of the arDciety. 
Thus 
any normal speaker could occasionally be defective in 
a given situation. But as the nwnber of situations with 
which he cannot cope increases, the general involvement of 
his personality would be expected to become greater. If 
a cormnunicator ... constantly fails~ his at'titud~...,.toward 
communication will become increasi.ngly negative. ;:; 
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TI1erefore, the reticc_nt "takes refuge from the demands with which 
he cannot cope by becoming more reticent."74 
Extended·interviews with reticent college students indicate to 
Phillips that, for them, reticence :is a response pattern that extends 
across all or nearly all communicative situations· and that nontheless 
severely hampers their oral comrmmication behavior. 
The implications of these findings seem clear. If the reticent 
student exists as a person separate from the "nonnal" speaker, it is 
implied that pedagogy geared to improvement of those more skilled in 
oral cormnunications are likely to threaten and intimidate him ·- espe·-
cially where fonnal, public speech is required. Yet, paradoxically, 
if reticence cari be considered to be a pathology of the "nonnal" 
spealcer, whatever treatment is applied must be done in a typical 
classroom, but in a clinical fashion. 
Phillips concludes by emphasizing the need for refining infor-
mation essential to the identification of the reticent person. We 
don't know, for example, the incidence and severity of reticent 
communicative patterns below the college level. Theorizing that 
reticence may be more prevalent in the lower grades, he reasons that 
their maladaptive commlffiicative pattern may have impeded the 
intellectual growth of the futm-c: colfoge student. The answers to 
questions such as these, Phillips asserts, deserve prompt testing. 
Two recent researchers, liopf 75 and tckes, 76 have independently 
reported their attempts to reduce the a:cxiety levels of reticent su'.)-
jects. Hopf, working within the context of the nonn.al speech class-
room, s.uggests usi.ng various exercises in Oral Interpretation to 
further the reticent studentts ability in other areas of oral com-
munication. Recognizing that a major concern of the reticent student 
involves "self-esteem," he feels that 
Oral interpretation may be considered as a flmctional 
device for coping with 'self-esteem' and the subsecment 
problems of self-image since it allows the student·- for 
the time being - to operate on a "not me" basis. 'TI1at 
is, the material and the way in which written content is 
o.rganizcd may not necessarily be ,._perceived by the reticem: 
reader as a fWlction of 'self.'7' 
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Ickes, 78 on the other hand, in presenting a classical condition·· 
ing model for reticence, utilizes a clinical setting for treatment. 
Viewing reticence as "undesirable learned behavior,"79 he attempts 
an eJ\.J>lanation of the reticent speaker w"i thin a model of learned 
neurotic behavior. Thus Ickes suggests the employment of behavioral 
modification teclmiques (in this case systematic desensitization 
therapy) to alleviate the problem. 
Ickes conception of what constitutes "reticencen seems to be 
vastly different from all previous investigators. For example, he 
states that nreticence is directly attributed to neurotic anxiety 
that appears when the conditioned subject is confronted with a group 
speaking situation. n80 Ickes seems to be sayi.ng that neurotic 
anxiety is the "cause" of reticence, while previous investigators 
have considered it to be only a symptom. Further, Ickes states that 
"what the therapy was designed to do was to eliminate the neurotic 
anxiety that the subject was experienci.ng. ,,Sl Aside from the obviou5 
difference, that all previous investigators state the classroom, and 
not the clinic, is the proper setting for ar1y "therapy" i.v-hich might 
be applied to reticent subjects, the major difference seems to be 
that Ickes equates "Eeurot.i.c anxiety" 1:Ji th reticence &1d then pro-
ceeds to discuss arLv.:iety and reticence as if they were synonymous. 
The problem is compounded when it :l.s realiz~d tJ1at m:::my of the overt 
symptoms of reticence and neurotic a"1xiety, such ~s nbutterflies in 
the stomach, n may be the same, al though there seems to be a dDfini te 
distinction between the two. Reticence is considered bv Steward82 to 
be be an attitude toward comr.uni cation; neurotic anx3.ety may he viewed 
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as merely a label for a set of behaviors. Thus it may be argued that 
Ickes, in using a classical conditioning model of neurosis, is working 
towards the alleviation of something other than reticence. That reti-
cent attitudes manifesting themselves within the individual may also 
be improved does not denigrate this argument. If, as previous inves-
tigators have implied, reticence is an attitude toward the self with 
regard to the cormnw1icative situation, than any cha.rige in the or-
ganism's behavior will cause corresponding changes in his attitudes 
toward himself.. It is this dimension, the negative attitude of the 
spe&~er towards himself as a person with "butterflies in the stomach," 
that fonns the basis of models of :reticence. Thus, while it is agreed 
that the form o:f therapy selected. may help to alleviate reticence, 
Ickes' rationale for its employment is in sharp contrast with all 
previous researchers. 
The final study to be reviewed, by Bush a11d Bittner, 82 does 
not have a direct bearing on the. present inves t.igation but does 
indicate that the term "reticence" may be used quite differently 
from the manner reported hy the ·i.Iw·estigator!"::» in this Review of the 
Litero.ture. Bush and Bittner discuss the effect of the video·· tape 
recorder on levels of anxiety~ exhibi tionisrn, and reticence, con-
sidering reticence to be "aYo:i<lance of any inte:r3.ction,n83 A com-
parison of responses betvv·een subjects speaking with the video-tape 
recorder present and visible .and those ·id.th.cut the presence of the 
v]_deo-tape machine indicate that higher le\r0ls of all three variables 
did not occ: .. :tY. They thei-~~fore conclude that the presenc:.e of the 
video-tape recorder in a cla.ssro~)m speaki_ng situaticn does not 
create any negative aspects of speaker respon~;e. 
The results -of this s tt:dy, however, do not have a direct 
bearing on the present investigation simply because the tenn 
"reticence" as used by Bush and Bittner differs considerably from 
the us_age of previous investigators, Reticence as used by Mid_r) 84 
Steward, 85 and Phillips 86 re::feTs to a type of I~.er:~:?E. differing from 
the "nonnal" pe-rson by vi rtuc of his attitude toward himself as an 
inadequate communicator. The same term as used by Hush and Bittner 
seems to refe~ to a trait in no11nal speakers which is capable of 
varying with the introduction of particular external variables (in 
< 
this case ths vi::leo-~tape recorder). Although Bush and Bittner indi-· 
cate that nreticence" is dependent upon one 1 s self-concept as a 
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communicator;, the dispa:rity in the ways tho teTm is used points 
to the need for more clearly defined operational definitions~ 
. ~ 
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Q-iAPTER I I I 
PROBLEM AND PROCEDURES 
I • GENESIS OF 11-IE PROBLEM 
The impetus for the present study was the realization that no 
controlled comparisons of the commrn1icative behavior of reticent and 
non-reticent individuals has ever been attempted. Indeed, until 
recently all of the infonr1ation about reticent individuals has been 
obtained in situations in which the reticent subjects evaluated their 
mm conversational abilities. 
The studies by :Muir1 and Steward2 are based upon a content 
analysis of interviews in which reticent subjects discussed their 
perceptions of their communicative abilities. Similarly, the "R~' 
(for reticence) sea.le developed by Phillips and Erickson3 also relies 
upon self-disclosure to classify subjects. 
The assumption in all these instances is that the communication 
behavior reported by the individual corresponds to his actual commtmi-
cati ve behavior. Yet this notion has never been tested, and conseql4ent-
ly no alternative measures of assessing the accuracy of the subject's 
assessment of his 0\\111 communicative ability presently exist. 
A second reason exists for an exarnination of the behaviors of 
reticent subjects. The Review of the Literature revealed that all of 
the samples studied were drawn from a coll_ege student population. In 
order to genGralize to another age group, such as an elementary or 
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secondary schoo1 population, it would be n.e~essary to derive new 
population nonrs. Inferences about these other populations are 
very clifficul t to make on the basis of the existi.ng kn.Oidedge of 
reticence. Tirn problem is compounded when we consider that certain 
groups, particularly those in the elementary school level, may not 
be amenable to the interview techniques. Yet it is important to 
know when, how, and to what degree the phenomenon of reticence 
develops, if preventive measures are to be considered~ 
One of the ways to: acquire this information is to let the sub-
ject's action in a communicative situation form an alternative measure 
for those measures in whicJ1 the subject is asked to assess his mm 
actions. Although a p:rima1y objective in all reticence studies 
h • i 1• • 1 · · · · h · h · ·h r - · · ,.. · _as oeen ·.o ·1so .. ate t)ehavior w_11c. ~ig .t ue ctiaracteristic or reti-
ccnce,. "4 no controlled observations cf actual cmr.municative behavior 
have yet been tu1derta.1<en. 
I I. RATIONALE FOR THE APPROACH 
Communication behaviors can only be observed when subjects 
are engaged in communication. This study is therefore focussed on 
an observation of certain behaviors which seem iikely to occur ·when 
reticent subjects are engaged in communicative interact5.on. Yet the 
public platform is not the proper setting, since any observable 
differences obtained in that context could be attributable either to 
stagefright (a diifcrentiated behavior comm.Jn to inexperienced public 
speakers) or reticence (a behavioT undifferentiated as to the context 
in which it occurs). In order to eliminate the st_agefright variable 
and reduce the possibility that speecl1 fears have been unnaturally 
amplified by the structure Gf the situation, this study will focus 
on an analysis of the interactive behaviors connnon to reticent sub-
jects participating in face-to-face small group communications. 
I I I • STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The specific problem to be irnrest.igated is as follows: In 
what ways ~nd tCl._.Jvha~- extent arc the interac!}-ve_P._r~files of task 
groups_ with reticent members similar to ea~!i other in t~~~ounf:___cu1d 
distribution of task and ~o~.2:1-.er~~?tional _~cts, and to what. extent 
are thez._ different fr'?!~ th~E·oups with !~~_.reticent n~mbers? 
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For the purposes of this st:uci.y, the "reticent mernbert• is defined 
a.s a person for 1,fhom a::;-prchensio21 about pc:rticipat:.i.rn1 hJ !)Ta1 ccrn-
muI1ication consisteTtly 01..rti.'v·eighs his pLojection of gain from the 
situation. The non-reticent .me:mbt::T is on·2 who may experience ap-
prehension about communicative situaticns but who is aware that he 
has the capacity to reduce tension and engage in effective communi-
cation when the need arises. These definitions are in agreement with 
those of Hop£5 and Phillips. 6 
, IV. HYP01llliSES TO BE TESTED 
TI1ere exists conflicting evidence for specific hypotheses 
concerning the probable communicative behavior of tJ1e reticent subjects, 
including their effects on the groups in '·Jhid1 they interact. Previous 
investigators of reticence have defined the reticent population in 
tenns of their disposi tio:n to remain silent, as i·,rell as their tendency 
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to refrain. from a.try socia.li zing or cormmmicati ve behavior. StewBrd 
further Teports that the reticent subjects reported uminimal or no 
communicative contact beyond the utility level with adults outside 
Of the l..: mi~1e·.d1· ate fam1· 1.y. " 7 -~ 1 , 1 f th · t illi _ • w Converse y, a.t. o e non-ret1cen s 
in Steward's study reported highly favorable and valued relation-
ships ·with persons outside of the immediate family. 
·These findings seem to indicate t.hat differences should be 
evident in a comparison of the interactions of groups with reticent 
members and groups with no reticent members particularly ·with respect 
to the number and distribution of acts initiated py the various groups~ 
In contrast to this evidence, Steward remarks that nobservation 
of behavioral characteristics offers little for purposes of discrimi-
nation between the reticent and the non-reticen.t individuals. 0 8 That 
is, situations occur in which ma.nifes tations of speech fears and 
other maladaptive behaviors to the communicative situation a!'e quite 
nonnal responses frequently ge-<1erat0d by uJ1familiari ty and lack of 
knowledge concerning behavicr iii. the situation. WhiL:: Steward's· 
remarks are not based on a controlled observation of retjcent be-
hmrior, they do lend some support to the m,;.ll hypothesis (Hype thesis 
III) which this study is trying to tesL 
The following hypotheses will be t~~sted: 
Hypothesis I: The groups with reticen-c members i.. .. dll have 
a significantly smaller total of all acts 
initiated than will the groups with no reticent 
members. 
tJypothes is 11 : Within the groups with reticent reer1bers, the 
reticents will address significantly more acts 
to non-reticents than to other reticents. 
Th'JJOthes is I I I : In a comparison of groups with reticent members 
and groups with no reticent members, there will be 
no s.ignificant differences in the acts scored in 
the various categories of the interaction analysis. 
Hypothesis I has been fonnulated from the description of the 
reticent as a person with a disposition to remain silent and to a.void 
the connnw1icative situation. This disposition should be evident from 
an observation and comparison of the total number of cc:mmunicative 
acts which are initiated by the reticent and the non-reticent. groups. 
Hypothesis II is derivable from the first hypothesis l'ihen 
we consider the nature of the communicative interaction. The ·pattern 
of commW1ication is predictable to some degree simply because as 
Bales says, 
Persons in interaction apparently tend to maintain a logical 
and inter_t)ersonal congn.li ty in interaction sequences. Acts 
do not occur in isolation, but in sequences in which actions 
are made in anticipation of reactio:ns, §-11d reactions are made 
in reference back to preceding actions. 
In tenns of the kinds of distinctions measurable by the 
cat_egories in Bales' system, a number of predictable patterns usually 
3 ,. v 
occur. Questions tend to elicit answers; an.s1.vers tend to elicit agree-
ment or disagreement; jokes tend to elicit laughter; and so on through-
out the categcries. In essence, all cornm.unicative interactions consist 
of a patte1r1 of action-and-reaction sequences. 
Because acts do not occur in isolation, a tendency exists to 
direct an reactions to the person iIJi tiat.i.ng the a.ct. Th.us a large 
number of ·acts initiated by the reticents will be in response to acts 
directed toward ~hem. Now if, as Hypothesis I predicts, the reticent 
individuals initiate a smaller mnnber of acts (compared to the non-
reticents), the conclusion must be drawn that the rcticents will 
more readily address acts to non-reticents than to other reticents. 
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No predictions conce111ing specific differences in the categories 
of the interaction analysis is warrented by the previous studies. 
However, the possibility exists that the predicted differences in the 
amount and direction of interaction will cause corresponding differences 
in various categories of the interaction analysis.. It is for this 
reason that Hypothesis III has been presented as a null hypothesis. 
V. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
In order to specify the way in which certain terms will be used 
within this study, they will be defined in this section. 
1. Act. A single unit of interaction. The smallest cliscern-
able segment of verbal or nonverbal behavior which can be classified 
under the CA'J)erimental conditions of serial scoring. 
2. I. P. A. Interaction Process .Analysis - The system of 
interaction analysis devised by Robert F. Bales. 
3. Interactive Profile. The distribution of interactive 
"events" (acts) scored by raters in Robert F. Bales' Interaction 
Process Analysis. 
4~ Non-Reticent ("I'H<_!') Gro~:?_: The three experimental. groups 
contc:iining no reticent members (i.e. , "normal" or "control" groups) . 
These will be designated as NIH, NRIJ., and .N'RIII. 
Pnti• ce1~t (trpn"\ GT''"ll'"'"'S' 
.\.\,,; J. ·~ \, . ~ ) l \... 'J:..:._. The three e.1,.-perir;1ental groups 
containing two (out of fou~) ret::'.ccnt members. These will be 
designated RI, RII, and RIII. 
VI. ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING INTERACTION Ai\IALYSIS 
TI1e following is a. clarification of the investigator 1 s assump-
tions concerning Interaction ,llJw.lysis and. the interaction sequences. 
Any attempt to define similarities and differences between 
groups of individuals must be founded upon an investigation of the 
area in which the differences are expected to occur. In the present 
study, differences are expected to occur between reticent and non-
reticent groups in the number and nature of their communicative 
interactions. Instruments which would measure communication of 
various kinds were therefore sought. The method selected i.-ws the 
application of a system of systematic observations derived by Robert 
F. Bales and known as Interaction Process .Analysis. rnus the relevant 
areas are expressed as categories and sub-categories employed in the 
Interaction .Analysis ·which in turn provide the basis for the obser-
vations. 
To describe ai1d classify the different behaviors which are 
present in the process of interaction, Simon and Boyer indicate that 
a system needs to meet three requirements: 
Fi-rst, it must be descriptive as opposed to evaluative, 
and, although it can be used tc analyze emotional or 
evaluative situations, the languaEe itself must be des-
criptive of the values or feeli.ngs being discussed. 
Second, the lai1guage must deal with what can be cate-
gorized or measured, and 
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Tl1ird, it !ilust deal with small bits of action or be-
havior rather than with global concepts~lO 
The type of observation system which meet these requirements 
have come to be lmown as systems of "interaction analysis." Inter-
action ana.1ysis in its broadest sense may be defined as a method of 
describing and interpreting humai."'1 interaction as it occurs in a par-
ticular group setting. Similarly, i_nteraction may be defined as the 
behavior of one person influencing the behavior of another in a face-
to-face situation. Although the term ''interaction analysis" ·w3s first 
used to describe interactive behaviors in task-oriented small groups, 
Amidon11 indicates that the tenn has sj nee been applied to a variety 
o~ interactive si tuatL:ms. 
Interaction Process Analysis l""' is a. phrase first used by Bales '-
to describe a standarized method of simultaneously classifying hun1an 
interaction in teTIIlS of the quality of the act, who perforr.1s it, and 
in relation to whom. 1he term is meant to distinguish the method from 
various modes of "content analysis." The interaction categories do 
not classify ·wha! is said (the crn1tent of the message) but rather how 
the persons connnW1icate, that is, the who-does-what-to-·whom dimensions 
in the process (time order) of their interaction. An examination of 
the titles of the categories, and their reciprocal references to each 
other, will clarify these points (see Figure 1). 
To say a person "gives opinion" (category 5), for example, does 
not tell what the conten!_ of the opinion is; or to say that a person 
"disagrees" (category 10) is not to say wha_!_ he disagrees with in 
ternLs of the idea content. 111is general distinction holds true for 
a11 twelve categories in the Interaction Process Analysis system. 
They are all concerned with the fonn of the intcTpersonal com·· 
munication, rather than its specific content. 
VI I. INTERACT ION SEQUENCES 
The twelve cat_egories shmm in Figure 1 seem to suggest the 
back-and-forth nature that is characteristic of nonnal conversation 
arid social behavior. A casual observation of nonnril inV;;raction 
provides a simple validation of the truisms implied. by th0 cat_eguries ~ 
When a person asks a question, he tends to receive an answer from 
somebody else; when one attempts to give an a.71.swer, he receives a 
reaction, either positive or neg<-?tive. Bales identifies other kir;.ds 
of interactive patterns and iinks them to specific per::;cna1ity 'itypes" 
by explaining ti1at 
Some persons seldom attempt answers te> group problems, but 
seem rather to specialize in listen in;;; and giving positive 
reactions, whereas others seem t.c specialize in negative 
reactions and counter-argwnents. Every so often a joke 
appears - a mixed action; neithe~r clearly positive nor 
negative, but some of bot.h, 3Dd it is fol.lowed by a 1augh. 
Yne group.then often goes into a short period of joking and 
laughing, before they get bo.ck to the serious business 1~e­
p:resented by giving opinion. In non-task periods the:re is 
often a good deal cf information and friendly behavior, 
interspersed with dramatizations, jokes, and laughs. This 
of ten happens both before an.cl §lfter the more .serious task-
oriented part of the ses.sione13 
The structure of the Interaction Process 1\nalysis system 
is built on a very simple common-sense ba.se, and mud1 that one 
intuitively believes about everyday conversation can be confinnad by 
'it. The ai11azing thing, perhaps, is the depth at which it revea.ls the 
basic attitu<les of people, their pe-rsonalities, and their positions in 
a group. This is simple because people do not pay much attention to 
Positive 
(and mixed) 
Actions 
Attempted 
Anslvers 
Questions 
Negative 
( .. . ') ana mixed 
Actions 
*Key: a, problems 
b, problems 
c.' problems d > problems 
e, probJ.ems 
f , problems 
of 
of 
of 
of 
of 
of 
A. Social-F.motional Area: 
L Shows solidarity (f*) 
2. Shows tension release (e*) 
3. Agrees (d*) 
B. Task .Area: 
4. Gives suggestion (c*) 
S. Gives opinion (b*) 
6. Gives orientation (a*) 
c. Task Area: 
7. Asks for orientation (ai:) 
8. Asks for opinion (b*) 
9. Asks fo:r suggestions (c*) 
D. Social-Einotional Area: 
10. Disagrees (d*) 
11. Shows tension ( e*) 
12 ~ Shows antagonism (f*) 
commrmication; 
evaluation; 
control; 
decision; 
tension-reduction; 
reintegration. 
Figure 1. Categories for Robert F. Bales' Interaction 
Process-Analysis system. 
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the 
it. 
are 
and 
fonn of 
People 
sayi.ng. 
this is 
their interaction> nor do they have ruch control over 
are usually more attentive to the content of what they 
But they unintentionally convey much in their manner, 
intuitively understood by most of their listeners. 
The subtle yet differing sequer:ces which are regularly employed 
in interpersonal communications are highly indicative of differences 
in the individuals who participate in the communication. TI1e diagnos-
tic power of Interaction Process .Analysis depends upon the asstmvtion 
that quantitative differences in the normally existing relationships 
between the categories of interaction is related to a qualitative dif-
ference in the personalities or context in which the interaction 
occurred. 
In terms of the present study, since the context of the inter-
action was held constant for all subjects, hypotheses were. generated 
attributing interactive differences to the personality variables 
inherent in the reticent/non-reticent subject classification system. 
VIII. POPULATION .AND PROCEDURES 
Twenty-eight subjects in all, eight reticent and twenty non-
reticent, were selected from the population of students enrolled 
Spring Term, 1971, in Speech 111, the beginr..ing course in Fun-
drunentals of Speech at Portland State University. The twenty-eight 
subjects were diviaed into seven groups of four mewbers each.· 'Three 
of the groups composed the e:>-.-perimsntal variable mid consisted of uvo 
reticent a11d two non- reticent members in ead1 group. The control 
groups consisted of three four-person groups selected from the non-
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reticent population. The data from the remaining group, consisting 
of two reticent and two non-reticent members, had to be rejected be-
cause of a failure on the part of one of the non-reticent members to 
appear at the appointed meeting place .14 Tims the total number of 
groups was held to six: three experL11ental and three control groups. 
Each of the six groups consisted of four subjects, two subjects from 
each of two Speech 111 sections. 
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Reticent subjects were selected on the basis of their perfo1mance 
on the "R" Scale, an instrument designed by Phillips and EricksonlS 
to measure "Speech Fears." The test is nonnally .administered. to all 
registrants for Speech 111 at the beginning of each term. Students 
wlio score over one stan.dard deviation above the mean for those taking 
the test in previous terms are eligible to be considered for transfer 
into a special section designed specifically for those with unusually 
high degrees of apprehension associated with the speech act. Final 
disposition is made following an interview with members of the staff 
who administer to the special classes. Only eight students were 
enrolled in the special section duri.ng the tenn in which this experi-
ment was undertaken. 
After several weeks of classroom contact with the students, 
the Instructor, i\fr. Robert Harvey, was consulted to detennine which 
students were both reticent aJ1d likely to participate in this study. 
It was then decided that, since the available reticent population 
was so small (only eight), all of the subjects should be utilized. 
The instructor therefore agreed to use this experiment in lieu of a 
unit in t'small group conmu .. :nication~" &"1d requir€d that all participate 
at a time convenient to them. 
Non-Teticent subjects were selected from the reguJar.Speech 111 
classes of Dr~ Stephen Kosokoff and ~rrs. Carolyn Young. .After securing 
a copy of the students' time schedules, it was ascertained which 
schedules coincided wi t..11 those of the «caters and the other students. 
Tne students who were thus selected were asked to participate in this 
experiment. They were told by their instructors of the opportunity 
to fulfill the requirements for an assignment by participation in 
the proposed group interaction. All 1vho were asked to participate 
agreed to do so. 
Potential subjects, both reticent and non-reticent, received 
an In-class reminder from their instruc.tors a day or two preceeding 
their scheduled participation in this experiment. 'Those who could 
not be contacted in this manner were reached that evening by tele-
phone. 
Raters were trained by this experimenter with the assistance 
of Professor TI1eodore Grove. The training consisted of approximately 
five hours of practice per week for a total of fifteen weeks. 
All six of t.lie group interactions took place during the 
Spring, 1971 tenn. Each group lvas scheduled for a single meeting, 
fifty minutes long, during which time the experiment took place. 
1he procedures followed in this study included several steps 
which are listed belowe 
1. Students were selected in the mam1er described above and 
invited to participate in the experiment.. TI1.ose willing were informed 
of the date and time the experiment was to begin. 
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2. Upon arrival of the subjects, they were seated in semi-
circular fashion faci_ng a on~-1vay observation mirror. Each experi-
mental group contained four members, two male arid two female. For 
the reticent groups, one of the males and one of t.he females was 
reticent. Raters, however, were not informed which subjects were 
'Leticent and which were non-reticer .. t, nor ·were they infc1med which 
groups contained reticent members and whicl1 did not. 
3. Each group then participated in a fifty-minute discuss.ion, 
the purpose ~>f which was to solve t1\'0 problems using group consenstLs. 
The order of the problems was randomizeG. for each group, mid all ses-· 
sions we'!.'e tape recorded. 
4. Data were collected by thxee raters for each group. Two 
raters analyzed the interaction in tenns of the twelve categories in 
Bales' Interaction Process .Analysis system, while the third rater 
collected the who-·to-whom sequences in the interaction. 
5. The data were subjected to statistical allalysis in order 
to fun1ish the necessary interpretations. 
IX. RATIONALE FOR TiiE PROCEDURE 
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Two limiting factors, the number of available subjects and the 
degree of inter-rater reliability, served as the basis of the rationale 
for the approach selected. 
The rationale for selecting the number and composition of the 
various experimental groups was based on the small number of reticent 
subjects available for this study. Although considerably more students 
ordinarily enroll in the reticence section, only eight were enrolled 
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during the period in whic};_ the cxpedmcnt was conducted. This mnriber 
prohibited designing groups with more than four persons and groups 
containing all reticent subjects. 
The level of inter-rater reliability also served as an important 
factor in this study. Although it would have been infonnative to have 
had the whc-to-whom sequences in the interaction keyed to the various 
acts, thereby permitting an analysis of the kinds of acts generated by 
each individual, it was lmfortunately necessary to simplify the raters' 
tasks in order to increase the inter-rater reliability to a significant 
level. Preliminary reliability tests, before the. simplification of 
tasks, were exceedingly J.cw > hove-r·i.ng about 19 percent. After the 
task simplification:- the p:retest reliability fer tho raters averaged 
64. 1 percent$ 1·.rhi 1.e the cvera11 ;-:.v~1·age of the six experimental ses-
sions was 66. 6 percent. 
Reliability was computed accordi.ng to Scott' s 16 method. His 
method, according to Flanders, is. '_'unaffected by low f:requencies, can 
be adapted to percent figures,can be estimated more rapidly in the 
f . ld d . . . 1 . . 1 1 ·- 1' b · 1 · •·17 -ie 1., an is more sensitive at ngher eve s ot re .1a 1 1ty, · t11an 
is Bales' 18 suggested adaptation of the chi-square. A thorough dis-
cussion concerning the calculation of reliab:lity by Scott's method 
19 
can be fou.i7ld in Flanders . 
X. Rt\TIONALE FOR THE TASK 
The rationale adopted in selecti.ng the group tasks is similar 
to that adopted by Bales and Couch20 in their study of the processes 
of interaction. Their findings indicate that the use of "human 
relatior.s casesu proved ta be a task that was sensible to the parti-
cipants and did not obviously require some particular type of previous 
Gxperience, ability, or technical knowledge. ''Participants generally 
become involved, talked easily, often argued, and sometimes became angry 
with each other.. uZl 
Because the nature of the hypotheses indicated expected dif-
ferences on the social-emotional factors of the interaction analysis, 
it was deemed advisable to select as the group tasks problems which 
would evoke the emotional commitment necessary for the differences to 
evidence themselves. 
One of the group tasks, the NASA Group Consensus Prcblem (sec 
Appendix B), called for a scientific orientation, while the other 
task, I!.~e Q!_it:::an~~~~f:._ B.!~<:.~~·~·~:~.~-~~~~~~-g?.!:.::~!1sus P~opJem (see Appendix 
C) necessitated a social-psychological orientation. Tims in the 
NASA problem questions such as "How can you use injection needles 
in a space suit?" were raised and d{~alt ·w-i th by the various groups, 
while the second task above the discussion centered around the 
assumed pri::ffities of the minority group being studied. Taken 
together, the two problems provided a wide latitude in which the 
discussion could rorun. This allowed the widest possible opportunity 
for each person to participate fully. 
XI~ LIMITATIONS 
All behavioral studies conducted within a laboratory setting 
are l~11i ted ir~ the ge.ncrali ty of their observations. 1his study 
is not excluded from this limi ta ti on. TI1e subjects are placed in 
an unnatural setting. Unseen observers, of whom the subjects are 
aware, serve as silent members in the corTu-nunicative situation. Group 
pressures to converse place certain demands on them, and they are 
likely to be overly conscious of what is being said. Asking the 
subjects to discuss specific tasks further adds to the unnatural 
setting. 
1he study is also limited in the population from which the 
subjects were chosen. They were college students attending a 
university in Portland, Oregon, and who also were taking a beginning 
course in Speech. In addition, subjects were limited to Caucasian 
Americans. All foreign students and those of .Pmerican subcultures 
(BHtck, Mexican.s Indian, Puerto Rican, and Oriental Americans) were 
not included in the sampling. Afurther limitation is placed on the 
reliability with which the reticent subjects were selected. rThe 'R' 
Scale, the principal measuring instrument employed, maintains only 
face validity. Subjects from one university in a particular locale 
were chosen because of convenience. The size of the sample and the 
college classes from which it was drawn were similarly chosen. Time 
has also been a limiting factor in this study. Conclusions will 
therefore be dra,,m with these limitations in mind. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
It is the purpose of this chapter to present the results of the 
study. First to be assessed will be the impact which the varying 
group problems had on th2 discussion content being inve~;tiga tedw 
Following this, the three research hypotheses will be presented., 
along with a statistical interpretation .. J Chapter V will srnmnarize 
and interpret these findings. 
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests were used to 
detennine the effect of the two group problems on the discussion 
content being investigated.. 1be first two hypotheses utilized one-
tailed .!_tests in their interpretations, while the remaining hypo-
thesis used a non-directional chi-square test in the analysis~ Tables 
will be shrn..m for all data listing the observations, expectations, and 
final results of the statistical tests which were employed. 
Seven Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests, equated for 
total acts per group, were utilized to determine the effects attrib-
utable to the two group problems. The data were initially analyzed 
in their entirety, a.nd the two complementary halves (i.e .. , task and 
social-emotional) were then investigated. These two halves were 
followed by an analysis of their respective subdivisions -· "questions" 
and "attempted answers" for the task area andupositive" and 
"negative" actions for the social-emotional area. 
The null hnJothesis for effects of the task variable failed to 
be rejected. .No signifi,::ant differences were revealed at the . 05 level 
in the seven analyses computed. With n=--=6, the .05 level required a 
T=O for signif ican.ce. The values obtain~d were considerably higher, 
ranging from 9 to 10. S. 111ere are no significant differences in the 
interaction profiles due to differences in the two group problems 
utilized in the discussion. Therefore data ·were pooled across tasks 
in all. subsequent analyses. Table I, below, stnmnarizes the results 
of these analyses. 
TABLE I 
SUJ'.f'ilAJ<Y OF SEVEN WILCOXON MATCHED- PAIRS SIGNED- RANKS TESTS 
FOR TASK EFFECTS ON GROUP INTEHACTIVE PROFILE 
-----·----------·--·-----.... ~.---·----------------
-----------·----
- ___ .. ____ · --- ---· · 
Comparison Wilcoxon 'T' 
------·----------
Total Ac~s 10* 
Task Orientation 9* 
Social-Emotional Orientation 10* 
uquestions" 10* 
''Attempted Answers'' 9* 
"Positive Actions" 
'iNegative Actionsn 10.S* 
-·-----
Note: \For all tables in this chapter~ significance will be indi• 
ca.ted in the following manner: (*) not significant at the .OS level;_ 
e~*) significant at the • 05 level; (**1<'.) significant at the .. 001 level. 
The groups v.Ji th reticent members will have a 
significantly smaller total of all acts initiated 
than will the groups with no reticent mernbers ~ 
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A one-tailed ,!-test for differences between independent mea.11s 
wa5 used to test for differences in the total number of acts initiated. 
No significant differences were revealed at the .05 level. At four 
degrees of freedom, a _!:_ = 2 .132 is necessary for significance at the 
. 05 level.. The value obtained, • 442, was considerably lower, indi-
cating the al.most negligible difference between. the me ems of the two 
types of groups. There are no significant differences in the total 
number of acts initiated by groups with reticent members and groups 
with no reticent members. Table II, below, indicates the basis for 
this finding. 
TABLE II 
t-TEST FOR TOTAL ACTS INITIATED 
·-----------------------·-----·--··--------
Comparison N d.f. sz t 
R Groups - NR Groups 6 4 46.66 16695.68 • 44 2* 
Hypothes 5_.s I I : Within the groups with r.eticent members, the 
reticents will address significantly more acts 
to non-reticents than to other reticents 
To test Eypothesis II, the raw data were simply observed. Since 
it was found that the mean for reticent subjects talking to other 
reticent subjects was slightly higher than the mean for reticents 
talking to non-reticents, the hypothesis was rejected. It should be 
noted that, since there are two non-reticent subjects in each group 
while on1y one reticent subject in each group with whom the reticent 
potentially may interact, the expected frequency would be 2:1 in the 
direction of reticents talking more to non-·reticents. In order to 
equalize for this expected frequency, the tallies for reticents talk-
ing to non-reticents were halved (i.e., "averaged"). The results 
indicate that there are no significant differences in the number of 
acts reticent subjects address to other reticents and non-reticents .. 
1hese results are illustrated in Table III. 
TABLE III 
HAW SCORES FOR NUMBER OF ACTS RETICENT' SUBJECTS ADDHESSED 
TO OTHER RETICENTS Ai\JTI NON-RETICENTS 
Reticent - Reticent 
44 
14 
12 
19 
5 
26 
ITO m=20 
·----------------,---------
1/2 Reticent - Non-reticent 
57.5 
16 .. 5 
8.5 
12 
14 
5 
113:5- m= 18. 9 
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In an. attempt to explain Ll-ic results of the first two hypotheses, 
a t test for differences between correlated means was employed to test 
the null hypothesis that there win be no significant differences in 
the amount o:E talking generated by Teticent and non-reticent subjects. 
The findings indicate that, although non-reticents tended to talk more, 
the difference was not statistically significant at the .05 level.. 
At score of .003 was obtained, while a value of 1.476 was necessary 
to reach the .05 level of significance. There are no significant 
differences in the amount of talking initiated by reticent and non-
reticent subjects. Tables IV and V, below, indicate this finding. 
TABLE IV 
RAW SCORES FOR AMOUNf OE TALKING INITIATED BY HETI CENT Nill 
NON-RETICENT INDIVIDUALS 
Re ti cents 
159 
45 
81 
72 
74 
60 
49T m=Sl.8 
TABLE V 
------~--
Non-reticents 
240 
228 
87 
76 
78 
20 
·r29 m=l21. 5 
t-TEST RESULTS FOR AMOUNT OF TALKING INITIATED BY RETICR.\TT AND 
. NON-RETICENT INDIVIDUALS 
Comparison N d.f. 
Amount of talking 6 5 39.7 32277.3 .003* 
·------
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Hypothesis III: In a compari3,:)11 of groups with retic~nt members and 
groups lv·i th no re ti cent members, there will be no 
sj~gnificant differences in the distribution of acts 
scored in the various categories of the interaction 
analysis. 
A 2 x 12 chi-square test of the null hypothesis was employed to 
test for differences in the distribution of acts in the twelve inter-
action catego:ries. An extremely significant difference was revealed 
(p <. 001), and the null hypothesis was rejected. At eleven degrees of 
freedom, the .001 level required for significance is 31. 26. The chi-, 
square obtained was considerab;Ly higher at 105.12. This indicates that 
the-distribution of total acts in groups with reticent members differs 
significantly from that of groups with no reticent members. Table VI 
presents these results. 
In order to ascertain the specific areas in which the above 
differences occurred, three 2 x 2 chi-square tests of the null hypoth-
esis were then employed to test for differences betiveen the following 
pairs of variables: "task and social-emotional," "questions and. 
attempted answers," and "positive and negative." 
TI1e null hvnotJ1esis was rei ected. for the variable "task and 
,/.. .., 
social-emotional." Acts scored in tilie various task and social-emo-
tional categories differed at a very significant level with a chi-
square of 11.2. To be significant at the .. 001 level with one degree 
of freedom, a chi-square of 10.83 is necessary. Differences therefore 
exist between the two types of groups with respect to their task and 
social-emotional profiles .. 
TABLE VI 
RAW SCORES FOR RETICENT ANTI NON-PJ3TICE..NT GROUPS ACROSS 
12 CATEGORIES OF BALES' LP.A. 
-----~-. ----------
Category R Groups NR Groups 
-·-----·-· 
1. Shmvs Solidarity 2 25 
2. Tension Rel~2se 56 124 
3. Agrees 430 422 
4. Gives Suggestion 92 169 
s. Gives Opinion ]970 1764 
6. Gives Orientation 505 S7~) 
7. Asks For Orientation 123 129 
8. Asks For Opinion 156 188 
9. Asks For Suggestion 14 27 
10. Disagrees 58 102 
11. Shows Tension 114 124 
12. Shows Antagonism 4 11 
Total 3524 3664 
x2==1os.121:** 
-------------·---
TI1e null hypothesis was similarly rejected for tl1e variable 
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"questions and attempted answers." With d.f .=1, the .OS level required 
a chi-square of 3o84. The value obtained was slightly higher at 4.5. 
The profile of acts scored in the 11quest.i.ons and attempted answers" 
subdivision of the task category is significantly different for the t.,vo 
types of groups being investigated. 
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The null hypothesis was a.ccepted for the "positive and negative" 
variableo No significant differences were revealed at the .05 level. 
To be significant with d .. f.;.~1, a p= 3.84 is needed. 'Ihe value 
obtained, only 1.3, was considerably smaller than the necessary one. 
An analysis of the "positive and negative" area of the social-emotional 
categories does not successfully discriminate beuv-ecn the two types of 
grou"PS.. Tables VII through IX~ below·, substantiate these findings. 
TABLE VII 
OU-SQUARE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES IN TASK Af' .. m SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL ACTS 
Reticent i\on--reticent 
Task Acts 2860 2856 
Social-R-notional Acts 664 808 
TABLE VIII 
0-II-SQUAHE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES IN POSITIVE Ai\JD NEGATIVE 
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL ACTS 
Reticent Non-reticent 
Pos~ Social-emotional 488 571 
xz = 1.3* 
Neg. Social-emotional 176 237 
-------
---------------·-
· TABLE IX 
CHI··SQUAHE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES IN nQUESTTONS" A1'rD 
''A'I'TEMPI'ED ANSVJ'ERS'' 
S9 
~--~--· -~----..-_ .. ___ __,. __ .. _,~_,,_ ... ...,., ... --.,~. ~-...... -~~. ---·-'"·-...---_......_-~.·---...,- .. _, _____ _ 
---------.--·m-._... __ ...,,....  ..,... ... -..--~-_,._.___~_._, __ ~_,,,___..,_,......_.,..~ -.------. --------· --· ----.-·"! 
Grouns 
--""'-~· 
Reticent Non-reticent 
--~--··~--~··---
"Attempted Answers" 2567 2512 
X2 == 4 r::i•~· •• J 
"Questions: 293 :144 
--~-----------~._. ... ._ ____ ...,. ... --~-~--~-·~·---- ... --.. --.. 
Of all the statistical tests employed to analyze the data in 
this study, the only s_ignificant differences ;were folmd in the distri-
bution of acts scored in certain categories 0£ the interaction, par-
ticularly the task categcries. Significant differences at the .001 
level were found in the distribution of total acts and acts in the 
category "task and so.cial-emotional. '~ A significant difference at 
the . 05 level was found for the categmy "questions and attempted 
ffi1Slvers." No other significaJ1t differences were fmmd in the 
several analyses computed. 
Notes 
1. Statistical interpretations for the Wilcoxon matched-pairs 
signed-ranks tests and the chi-square tests were based upon: 
Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the.Behavioral Sciences 
(New York: McGraw Hill, Inc., 1956J-.-Stat1stical-lnterpretat1ons -
for the t tests were based upon Quinn McNemar, Psychological Statis-
tics (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1955). · ------
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This final chapter will summarize and interpret the e:x-perimental 
results of the study. The research hypotheses will be reviewed, rele-
vant results will be restated, and conclusions drawn. Suggestions for 
further research will conclude this chapter. 
I • SUMMARY OF 'fflE IffiSULTS 
The specific question which this question was designed to 
investigate was: In what ways and to what extent are the interactive 
profiles of task groups with reticent members similar to each other 
in the amount and distribution of task and social-emotional acts, and 
to what extent are they different from the groups with no reticent 
members? 
Tne study was based on the assumption that the subtle yet 
differing sequences whiu.~ arc regularly employed in interpersonal 
communications are highly indicativ·e of differences in the individuals 
·who participate in the conm1unication. In terms of the present investi-
gation, hypotheses were generated attributing interactive differences 
to the personality variables inherent in the reticeI1;t/non-reticent· 
subject classification system. 
First to be assessed '"°ere thG differences in the interactive 
profiles attributable to the two group tasks used in the discussion. 
No significant differences were reveale.J.. Thus it was ascertained 
tJ1at the uniqueness of the group tasks was not a significant factor in 
the subsequent analysis of the hypotheses. 
Hypothesis I: Groups with reticent m.~mbers \·1ill have a signifi-
cantly smaller total of all acts initiated than 
will the groups with no reticent members. 
Hypothesis I failed to be con:finned. There are no significant 
differences in a comparison of the total number of acts initiated by 
the groups with reticent members and the groups with no reticent 
members. An explanation of this result lends itself to one of three 
alternative explanations: (a) wi,thin the_ reticent groups, reticent 
members initiated a smaller number of acts, while non-reticent members 
initiated proportionately gre3.ter numbers, thus equalizing the total 
number of acts initiated; (b) contrary to all expectations, the reti-
cent members initiated a greater number of acts, while non-reticent 
members initiated proportionately fewer; (c) reticent and non·-reticent 
members initiated approximately equal nUJnber of acts. 
Because of these possibilities, a test was made for significant 
differences in the amount of talking initiated. by reticent and non-
reticent subjects. A·statistical analysis was employed, the result of 
which offered evidence for the acceptance of the latter choice. No 
significant differences were found. It can therefore be concluded 
that no differences exist in a comparison of the number of acts 
initiated by the reticent and the non-reticent subjects, nor are there 
differences in a comparison of the total number of acts initiated by 
the reticent and the non-reticent groups. 
Hypothesis II: Within the groups with reticent members, the 
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reticents \..;ill address significantly more acts 
to non-reticent than to other reticents. 
TI1is hypothesis was also unsubstantiated. There are no signifi-
cant differences in the number of acts reticent members address to 
non-reticents or other reticents. 
This finding, along with those under Hypotb~sis I, reveals that 
the reticent person initiates the same number of acts as the nonr• 
reticent person. Thus, at least for th{: variables discussed above, 
the reticent subjects interact in much the same way as the non-reticent 
subjects. 
Hypothesis III: In a comparison of groups with reticent me:mbers 
and groups with no reticent members, there will 
be no significant differences in the distribution 
of acts scored in the various catego:ries of the 
interaction analysis. 
This analysis successfully discriminated between the t\'io types 
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of groups with respect to differences in the distribution of total. acts, 
as well as in the distribution of "task and social-emotional" acts. 
Groups with reticent members had a higher percentage of task acts and 
a correspo;idingly lower percentage of social-emotional acts than the 
non-reticent groups. A further breakdown of the "task and social-
emotional" category revealed that differences also exist in the 
distribution of nquestions and answers." Reticent groups asked fewer 
questions and gave more answers than the non-reticent groups. The 
"positive and negative" delineation of the "task and social-emotional" 
area reveal::;d no significant differences along this dimension for the 
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two types of groups investigated. 1l1ese findings may indicate that 
differences were not found in the first two hypotheses simply because 
the QTouns with reticent members successfullyr avoided the areas of 
'-") L 
interpersonal difficulty. By "sticking to the task," reticent groups 
were able to avoid the social-emotional area and successfully complete 
the assignment without revealing any of the speech fears that had 
previously been reported on the 'R' Scale and in the preliminary 
interview. 
In short, the findi.ngs in the present study reveal that, in the 
absence of precise measuring instruments for reticence, it is 
virtually impossible to discern which students axe truly nnonnal" and 
which are Ii\er.;,;ly inasking the more serious symptoms of reticer.ce. 
Although subtle differences in ~1-ie statistical analysis were tmcov.ered., 
it seems unlikely that those differences could have been noticed by 
the casual observer, Indeed, the trained raters themselves were not 
able to differentiate between the reticent and the non-reticent sub-
jects. In the only instance.in which the raters were certain that 
they had identified a reticent subject, a non-reticent group had been 
observed! 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this study have produced some highly significant , 
findings. The expected differences in the comparison of the amounts 
and direction of of reticent and non-reticent interactions were not 
substantiated. In the light of these results, the conflicting evidence 
upon which the hypodieses were originally founded deserves discussion~ 
Predictions concerning the probable communicative behavior of 
reticent students were based upon the definition of the reticent as a 
person with a disposition to remain si1ent and avoid connnunication. It 
was therefore e:\."Pected that this proclivity would evidence itself in 
the present experimental situation. 
Steward's counter-argument deserves restatement. He said that 
"observation cf behavioral characteristics offers little for purposes 
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of discrimination between the reticent and the non-reticent individual."1 
1berefore, the concept of reticence "does not describe behavioral 
dimensions, but rather an attitude toward the self with regard to the 
communicative act."2 Steward therefore eA.-plained that 
·this uncertainty concerning the meaning of behavioral 
characteristics is due to.the ·prodigious capacity of human 
beings to hide, substitute:- mask or otherwise deny from 
the observer evidences of symptoms perceived by the 
indiviclua.l to be sociallyunacce:ptable.3 
An alternative explanation for the assurr:ption that anxieties and 
speech fears were masked is that the tension, anxieties, and speech 
fears reported by the reticent subjects did not manifest themselves in 
excessive proportions for the discussion tasks investigated. Previous 
investigations of the reticent student may have placed him in an 
excessively threatening situaticm. Perhaps the relatively unthreat-
ening atmosphere of the small discussion group did not precipitate the 
overwhelming anxiety levels that would have been likely had the reti-
cent subjects been asked, for ex&'Tlple, to deliver a public speech. 
Even considering the conditions imposed by the laboratory setting, 
complete with strangers and a one-way mirror, it is safe to assun1e 
that the small discussion groups were far less threatening than would 
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be situations with similar laborator1 conditions but in which the 
reticent subjects were asked to give stand-up speeches. 1ne infonnality 
of the discussion groups may have lessened the threat-potential of the 
c.onnnunicative situation. 
Elements of masking, avoidance of threatening areas, and de-
creased a:n .. 'Ciety due to the discussion situation are all presumed to 
have had effects of some tmknown magnitude. Since all these possi-
bilities tend to substantiate the notion that reticent students may be 
virtually unrecognizable from the population of nonnal students, the 
present discussion points to the advisability of adopting pedagogies 
applicable to the reticent stu9.ent and implementing them in the 
traditional speech classroom. 
III. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Four areas of research, revealed during the course of this 
study, desenre prompt consideration. Each will be listed and discussed 
in tmn. 
1. Delineation of similarities and differences betitJeen those 
reticents characterized by their siJence and those characterizec:!_ by 
their verbosity~ Although the highly verbose person is characterized 
as reticent because his excessive ta.lk~ng serves as a means of avoiding 
any meaningful conununication, little is known of him. It is thought, 
perhaps, that u.11derneath his facade he is much the same as the silent 
ones. Yet this similarity may belie many differences, just as the 
stutterer and the ret:I.cent may have similar underlying causes of their 
pathology while requiring quite different methods of diagnosis and 
treabnent. 
There is as yet no way to discern highly verbose reticent sub-
jects from the nonnally talkative person; the 'R' Scale, the usual 
measuring instrument employed, does not seem to delineate the verbose 
reticents. In fact, the only highly-verbal reticent subject in 
Steward's interviews of reticent and non-reticent subjects was obtained 
quite by accident.4 The subject's successful masking of his anxiety 
and avoidance behaviors through excessive verbalizations caused him 
to be recommended by his instructor as a non-reticent subject. The 
disparity between his conception of himself as a communicator and his 
actual communicative behavior were only revealed after extensive 
interviews. This points to what may be the major difference between 
the.silent and the verbose reticents. For the silent reticents, there 
at least seems to he congruity between the subjects' interpersonal 
behavior and their conception of themselves as connnunicators. For the 
verbose reticents, however, a disparity exists between word and deed. 
2. Detennination of the incidence and nature of reticent 
problems in the element~ry and s~.condary school populations. Virtually 
nothing is kllown about the nature of reticence below the college level. 
If preventive measures are to be considered, this infonnation is a 
necessity. 
3. Development of pedagogies applicable to the reticent 
population. TI1is includes the as yet undefined populations in the 
elementary and secondary schools. Clearly, reticent students are in 
need of specialized techniques designed to reduce perceived threat and 
therefore allow meaningful communication to take place. Ideally, these 
same techniques would be applicable to the population at large. 
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4. Develoument of standardiied mer~suring h:stt1JJner.tts for 
----""'------.------· .......... _____ . _______ _ 
"reticence'~ and "attitudes toward communication." A study by Lustig 
and Ingram5 revealed that no such standardized rneasuring instruments 
for c01mnunicative attitudes and abilities currently exist~ Such an 
instnunent idea1.1y ·would be useful -vdth sub~~ects having a wide range 
of e~ucational backgrounds and connnunicative skills.. Perhaps 
reticence could be just one factor on a multi-dimensional test for 
attitudes and abilities with respect to oral com.1m.mications. 
Potential starting poin_ts for the development ()f such an 
instrument might include refinement of the techniques herein employed. 
The use of video-taping could be usefully employed both to increase 
int-er-rater reliability and to pin down specific behaviors which are 
characteristic of reticence. In addit~on, the refinement of the 
various non-standardized measuring instnJ.IDents currently· avail.able 
provides another area for future investigation. 
Notes 
1. L:irry A. Steward, Attitudes Toward Communication: The 
Content _f~.?::--llY~~~~-of ~1tervtews ~lth F~_g}1t Reticent and Eight Non:.. 
Reticent ColJege Students 1lfopublis11ed Ph.D. Dissertation, The 
Pennsf1vL~-:-ia~-StateDiiIVersity: University Park, Pa., 1968), p. 3 .. 
2~ Ibid., P. 133. 
3. Ibid. 
4o: Ibid.l! pp. 251-259 .. 
5. Myron W. Lustig and Glenn L. Ingram, A Search of Literature 
for Measuring Instruments in the Area of Oral Cormm:.m::rcatiollSkills-·-
lUnpuF.fis-hec-manuscriptprepare"l~ for the IIt).rtEwest Regional Education-
al Laboratories: .Portland, Oregon, .1971). · 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS OF THE IN'fERL\.CTION CATEGORIES 
In the sections that follow, each of the twelve interaction 
categories is defined and discussed in detail. The discussion is 
based, for the most part, on the definitions of the categories des-
cribed by Robert F. Bales in his work Inte~act~on Process Analysis. 
His definitions were modified in accordance with the purpose of this 
study and the means available for its conduct. 
Interaction Category 1, Shows Solida_:1'ity 
The interaction. category Shows Solidarity is used to classify 
all overt acts which seem to the observer to indicate a showing of 
solidarity with another, a raising of another's status, a giving of 
help, or a reward. It includes any.indication of mannerly consideration 
for the other, any indication of good will, any gesture that indicates 
that the person is friendly, congenial, sociable, affiliative, cordial, 
or informai. l\ny indication that the person identifies with the other, 
any act of fanning an agreement or pact, and any act of becoming parti-
san on behalf of the other, is included. Also included are status-
raising acts such as praising, rewarding, complimenting, shm·!ing ap-
proval or appreciation, giving support, reassurance, comfort, and con-
solation. Thus category 1 includes any behavior in which the person 
urges unity or haTmony, agreement, cooperatim1, generosity, or expresses 
.similar va: .. ues of solidarity. The range of acts is very great, from 
comparatively minor degrees of raising the other's status to very ex-
treme recognitions of the other's supe1~ior status. 
InteTaction_Category 2, Shows Tension Release 
The interaction category Shows Tension Release is used to clas-
sify all joking, laughing, and spontaneous indications of l'elicf which 
help to create positive affect within the group. Scored here are ex-
pressions ?f feeling better after a period of tension, as well as any 
manifestation of cheerfulness, satisfaction, enjoy1nent, pleasure or 
happiness. Tnis category includes both the element of joking, such 
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as hwnorous or funny remar1~s, and also the positive responses to joking, 
such as smiling, grin ..ning, giggling, or laughing. Abortive attempts at 
tension rel.ease may be scored in one of the negative social-emotional 
categories (Categories 10, 11, 12), depending upon the contextual cir-
cumstances. 
Interacti?r:. Category 3, Agrees 
The interaction category Agrees is used to classify a.11 instances 
in which a. person shows passive acceptance, tn1derstands, concurs, or 
. complies ·with the wishes of another. This category includes agree-
ment, approval, or endorsement of an expression of value feeling or 
sentiment, as well as any indication to the observer that the actor 
is modest, humble, respectful, unassertive, or retiring. In response 
to antagonism, Category 3 includes surrendering, giving in, standing 
aside, or otherwise renouncing a goal or object in favor of the other 
who demands it. Furthennore, nonverbal signs of approval such as nod-
¥f' ....... . 
ding the head, saying "M-h.111in, n or other specific signs of paying atten-
tion, are also included .. 
Jnteraction Category 4, Gives _Sug_£~st:~~!!. 
The interaction category Gives Suggestion jncludes all acts which 
suggest concrete w2.ys of attaining a desired goal by attacking or modi-
fying the outer situation, by adaptin;}; activity to it, by proposing 
a solution, indicating or suggesting where to start, what to do, or 
how to cope with a prcblem,. in terms of action in the near future. 
This includes the exercise of routine or established and accepted con-
trol, or control which is exercised in such a way that it is clear that 
the right of request rests ultimately on the free consent of the other: 
and the other retains the right to protest or modify the reqcest so 
that his own au.tomony is not severely thre~1.tened. The assignment of 
tasks, the appointment of persons to play a certain function in the 
group discussion, the delegation of authority, and other similar direc-
tional statements which maintain the autonomy for the other person is 
included in this category. 
Interaction Category 5, G~ves __ _Qpi.nion 
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The interaction category Gives Opinion includes all opinion, 
evaluative, and analytical statements mace by the members of the group, 
as well as expressions of feelings and wishes.. It includes all indi-
cations of thought-in-process leading to an w1derstanding or dawning 
insight, such as introspection, reasoning, calculating, thinking or 
concentrating. Also scored in the present category are any expressions 
of desire, want, liking, wishing, and any expression of sentiment, moral 
obligation, ambition, detcnhination, or courage. Included here are any 
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attempts to objectively understand or interpret his own or another's 
motivation, or the "whyn of the behavior~ (Statements which are con-
sidered to be largely self-defensive rationalizations are classified 
under Category 12. Statements considered to be negatively toned evalu-
ations cf self or conduct are classified under Category 11). Category S 
is the workhorse of all the interaction categories. It is the category 
most frequently used in TilW1Y obsenration situations, and it includes 
many of those acts by which groups accomplisl::. their task - the problem 
solving, decision ma.king, and legislative and administradve worko Ac-
tivity in the present category is distingui~hed from activity in Cate-
gory 6 in that it involves inference; o:-:.· interpretation rather than a 
simple report, reflection, or rephrasi.~g~ 
Interactio!~~ tegory ~. Gives Orientation 
The interaction category Gives Orientation is l!sed to classify all 
acts of orientation, infonnation, repetition, cfarification) or ('.011-
finnation. It includes all efforts to repair or prevent breaks in the 
flow of communication by repeating-clarifying a. mlsconception about 
something said, explaining, swnmarizing, or restating, not 1.d.th the pur-
pose of convincing the other, but simply with the purpose of making the 
conununication and Ui"'1derstanding more adequate. Scored here are any 
indications of understanding the other or something the other has said 
by restatirig, paraphrasing, and clarifying the feeling involveed with-· 
out inference or tells about his own past e:x--perience·, thought, feeling 
or action. Scored in this category are all acts which are intended. to 
facilitate the process of the activity or conmnmicationo Any act de-
signed to focus the a ttentior.t of the other, either to another person 
or the problem at hand, is scored here. 
Interact1:_~~0:ate_gory 7, Asks for Orie!ltation 
TI-1e interaction category Asks for Orientation refers to questions 
requesting a factual, descriptive or objective type answer, an answer 
which is based on experience, observation, or empirical research.. It 
includes acts ·which indicate a lack of knowledge sufficient to support 
action, such as confusion or uncertainty about the position of the 
group, the.course of discussion to the present point, or even the mean-
ing of a word OT :phrase. Included is an attitude the observer would 
describe as puzzled, bewildered or baffled. Thus Category 7 is used 
to classify all questions of orientation, inforrnation-seeki_ng, re-
quests for repetition, and ques~ions of confirmation. 
Interaction Category 8 f...._~sk5_:~or Opinion_ 
7i 
111e interaction. category Asks for Opinion includes open-enJed, 
non-directive leads and questons aimed at the exploration of the other's 
feelings, values, intensions, and inclinations. It specifically in-
cludes any kir~d. of queston which attempts to encourage a staterr.ent or 
reaction on the part .of the other without limiting the nature of the 
respose except in a very general way, with the implication that the 
other person has the freedom to express his true interests or disin-
terests without pressure to agree or disagree with other answers or 
attitudes. Tnis kind of behavior occurs in group interaction where 
there is a desire and atempt on the part of a·· member to sound the 
other's feelings on a problem~at any point where evaluation may come 
into play. It includes e:x-plicit or implicit evaluative requests, such 
such as questions, statements, responses, or other similar acts. The 
inference requested may refer to the outer situation facing the group, 
to the group itself, to its stn1cture or organization, to the other 
person, or to the self. 
Interacti~12_Category 9, Asks for St~estion 
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TI1e interaction category Asks for Suggestion is meant to define 
acts which indicate a question: or request, explicit or implicit, for 
suggestions as to how an action shall proceed. Often such acts will 
also indicate a feeling of confusion or u.ncertainty about the position 
of the group with regard to its goals, the course of d:iscussion to the 
present point, er about what has been said or going on. Requests for 
suggestions a.re to where to start, what to do next, and viha.t to decidei 
which are meant to begin a crystallization of a concrete p:ian of action, 
are also included. Appeals for suggestions which have an emotional 
undertone of dependence, or of a need for help, an inability to take 
responsibility for direction rather than a sharing of the right to de-
termine direction, are classifed as Show Tension (Category 11). 
Interacti<?P.:.. Ca.tego1y_~, Disag!'ees 
The intera·:tion category Disagrees is used to classify any 
indication of an attitude which the obse:-ve:r con..c;iders as in dis-
agreement, uncommunicative, p_assively rejecting, or wit1'J1olding. It 
includes any situation in which an emotional response would be expected 
but not carried out, such as remaining immobile, restrained) silent, 
detached, isolated, indifferent, impersonal, unsocial, reserved, seclud-
ed or forbidding. All undetennined member-to-member contracts, that is 
asides, whispering, winks, etc., while ~he main discussion is going 
on between others are classified in this category. In general, however, 
only the initial reaction of disagreement is marked in the present 
category, when the disagreement is essentially one of ideas. 'fue 
arguments which follow in the fonn of statements about the situation, 
are scored in their respective categories. Example: "I don't think 
so, It seems to me that there were more than that. In fact, I remember 
seeing at least six." In the foregoing statement only "I don't think 
so," would be scored in the present category. The argument which fol-
lows is broken up and scored in the task-oriented categories described 
above. 
Interaction -~~!_e_g_9ry 11, Shows Tension 
1he interaction category Shows Tension includes all sorts of non-
focal manifestations of ii11patiences, such as anxiety, self-consciousness, 
depression, unhappiness, or any behavior which indicates to the observer 
that the person is unattentive, bored, or psychologically withdrawn from 
th~ problem at hand. This may evidence itself by slouching, ymming, 
looking away from the others in the group, or other overt indications 
of an.xious emotionality, such as hesitation, speechlessness, blushing, 
stannnering, or verbal disjunctivity. It includes any verbal or motor 
expression of fear, apprehension, worry, dread, or fright, as well as the 
appearance of various "nervous habits" - doodling, seJT-grooming, biting 
the nails, playing with some object, or other similar behaviors. ·where 
the behavior is constant, a new score is entered once each minute. Also 
included are any indication on the part of a person that his effort has 
failed, that some problems confronting him in hi~ earlier efforts still 
remain, and that he feels frustrated, thwarted, or in some manner de-
prived of accomplishing a predctermir..ed goal. 
Interaction Category 12, Shrn~s .Antagonism 
The interaction category Shows Antagonism is used to categorize 
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any attempt to demonstrate control, any attempts to declare active 
autonomy in the face of control, any n~marks which the observer re-
gards as deflating of the other's status or defending of his ovm, as 
well as any manifestations of diffuse emotional aggression$ Scored here 
are any attempt to regulate, govern, direct, or supervise the other in 
a manner which is interpreted as autocratic, in which freedom of 
choice for the other person is greatly limite<l, with the implication 
that the other has no right to protest or modify the demand but is ex-
pected to follow the directive iimnediately without argument. /my act 
in which the person preenptorily beckons, points, pushes, pulls, or 
otJ1en.vise directly controls or attempts to control the activity of the 
other is included. Also scored here are any responses to attempts 
at control in which the person is unwilling, disobliging, nonco:;npliant, 
or in which he rejects, refuses, or pu~qJosefully ignored directions, 
corrnnands, demands, or authoritative requests. Status deflating acts 
such as attempts to override the other in conversation, interrupting 
the other, teasing, scoffing or provoking the other to say something 
indiscrete or damaging, are also included. Pny act impugning the 
character of the other, any acts of gossip, discredit or infonning 
against him, are included. Generally speaking: all agressive, threat-
ening, challenging, attacking, or vindictive behaviors are included 
in this category. 
APPE'NDIX B 
NASA GROlI'? CONSENSUS PROBLEM 
Your group represents the crew of a space ship that·was 
scheduled to fond at a space station en the lighted surfa.ce of the 
moon. Due to a radar error during powered descent you have landed 
some 200 miles away from the station. TI1e n1gge¢l. terrain on which 
you have landed caused much damage to your ship and equipment and, 
since the survival of each and all of you depends on your -reac.hing 
the space station, the most critical items available must be selected 
for the 200-mile trip. Below are listed the fifteen items left 
intact andrmdamaged after the landing~ Your task is to order these 
items in tcnns of their importance in helping you reach the space 
station. 
Select a group reporter and, en the basis of the group 1 s 
consensus on the importance of the items, place the number 1 in 
front of the most important item and 2 in front of the second most 
important, and so on through number 15, the least important. 
Box of safety matches 
-----
------ Carton of dehydrated food 
-----
50-foot length of rope 
Parachute silk 
---
Portable heating unit 
1\vo .45 caliber pistols and cartridges 
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Carton of dehyclrated milk 
-----Two 100 lb. tanks ·of oxygen. 
-----
Stellar map (of the moon's constellation) 
Inflatable life raft 
Magnetic compass. 
5 gallons of wateT 
S • 1 1 • • (" • 'I • • ) 1gna ig11t ,)ngn 1ntens1 ty 
-----First-aid kit containing injection needles 
-----Solar-powered FM transmitte:r--rcceiver 
KEY TO NASA PROBLEM 
15 Box of safety matches 
5 Carton of dehydrated food 
6 SO-foot length of rope 
8 Parachute ·silk 
13 . Portable heating unit 
---
11 1\vo • 45 caliber pistols and cartridges 
---
12 Carton of dehydrated. milk 
1 T\10 100 lb,, tanks of oxygen 
-----
___ 3 __ Stellar map (of the moon's constellation) 
9 Inflatable life raft 
14 ti.fa~'TI.etic compass 
2 5 gallons of water 
10 Signal light (high intensity) 
----
7 First-aid kit containing injection needles 
4 SoJ.ar-powered FM· tra11smi tter·-receiver 
-----
APPENDIX C 
GRIEVAi\JG"SS OF BLACK CITIZENS CONSENSUS PROBLEM 
During the Fall of 1967 the research staff of the National Advisory 
Commission on Civil Disorders (the Kerner Conunission) studied conditions 
in 20 cities which had experienced riots duri.ng 196 7. The 20 cities 
were made up of nine cities which had experienced major destruction, 
six New Jersey cities surrounding Newark, and five c;::ities which cx·peri-
enced lesser degrees of violence. 
· In each city staff members interviewed persons from the official 
sector (mayors,, city officials) policemen and police officiais, judges, 
and others), the disorder area (residents, leaders of com11W1ity groups) 
and tJK~ private sector (businessmen, labor leaders, and community leaders). 
Al togetl1er over 1200 persons were interviewed. 
Using this material the invest.igators identified and assigned 
weights to the four types of grievances wrd ch appeared to have the great--
est significance to the bl.a.ck commrmi ty in ead1 city. For ead1 city 
they made judgments about the severity of a particular grievance and 
assigned a rank to the four most serious. These judgments \'\"ere based 
on the frequency with which a particular grievance was mentioned, the 
relative intensity with which it was discussed, references to incidents 
exemplifying the grievance, m1d estimates of severity obtained from the 
interviewees themselves. 
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Four poir~.ts were assigned to the I!lOst serious type of grievance in 
each city, three noints to the second most serious, and so on through 
all four. 
'Vv'hen the point values were added for a.11 cities, a list of i2 
grievance types eme1·ged;, n:nk-orden~d. The grievance type whid1 was con-
sidered th~ most serious in the most cities was ntnnber l. The one which 
seemed gen2rally least serious was nu.TTiber 12. 
Following this e:x-planato1y introduction are the 12 grievance types 
reported by the Kerner Commission. Your group is to arrive·at a single 
rank-ordering of the 12 grieva.'1ces that ead1 member. of the group will 
support as the single best prediction of the rank-order reported by the 
staff of the Kerner Contnission. 
Put a 1 beside the 
that black citizens felt to be the most serious to them across all 20 
cities. Put a 2 beside the second most serious a.11d pervasive, and so on 
dmm to a. 12 beside the least widesp1~ead the least serious. 
This is an exercise in the use of consensus to make decisions. 
Consensus is not the same as unanimity. A voto of 12 to 0 is unanimous, 
but it may not be based on consensus. The essential feature of a con-
sensus is not that a decision is agreed to be all members, but that all 
members understand the reasoning leading to the decision and are willing 
to support the decision. Each meIPber may not completely agree with the 
decision, but all feel they have had a fair chance to· influence the 
decision, that others have understood their info1111ation and opinions 
and taken them into account. TI1e final decision, thus, is one whid1 they 
understand and are willing to give enl.ightened support. In striving for 
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consensus, then, the emphe.sis is upon reasoning about the problem and 
creatj:.ng solutions together rather than on coercing and persuading others 
to adopt a particular solution. 
In trying to read1 consensus about the way the Kerner Commission 
staff rank-ordered thE:: 12. grievances, the following guides may help. 
1. Try to view dis agreements and differences of opinion as 
showing the need for fuller •.:oEimunic·1tion and fuller mutual 
understanding :rather· than as evidence of stubbornness. 
2. Approad1 the task by sharing information, reasoning 
together and exploring p~ssibilitLcs toge:tJ1er n1ther than 
by attempting to change other persons r minds to coincide 
with your position .. 
3. Avoid trading or averaging as a way of maki.ng decisions~ 
4. Avoid changing your mind only in order to give the 
appearance of unanimity. Support only solutions whic.1-i 
you understand and believe to have a reasonable basis. 
5. \'v11en the group is deadlocked and the issue seems to have 
beeri thoroughly examined~ try to create a method of re-
solving the deadlock that all can support as the best 
course of action at that time. That is, try to develop 
a consensus on the method of deciding the issue. 
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Your Ranking 
A. Ipadequate -~duca~ion: de facto segregation, poor 
quality of instruction and facilities, inadequate 
curriculum, etc. 
B. Disrespectful 1!\t'hi ~~ Attitudes : racism and lack of 
respect for dignity of Negroes. 
tion and garbage removal, inadequate hc~lth care 
facilities, etc. 
D. Discd.minatory Police Fr;:-1.ctices: physir:al or verbal 
---- . ---------· 
abuse, no griev<:mce d1annels, d.iscrimi!1at:hm in 
·hi ring c:nd promoting NegToes , etc. 
ment, discr:iJnination in sales and rent2.ls, over-
crowdi.ng. 
F. Inadequate Welf a.re Programs: unfair qualifica-
tion regulations, attitude of welfare workers toward 
recipients. 
G. Poor Recreational Facilities: inadequate parks, 
playgrotmds, etc. Lack of 0Tgm1.ized prograns. 
in hi.ring and placement by organizations or. by 
unions. General lack of full time jobs, etc. 
I. Administration of Justice: discriminatory treat-
rnent in the courts, prestunption of guilt, etc. 
J. -1n°dPc··l1 -:,-r- i::- Fe·c1-~1~a1· p~i."OQ:r~-1n.'l~) •• -·~·::....L.~.::._:_ ~...., ~ ~: - insL"Lff icient partici-
pation by the poor, lack of continuity, inadequate 
famdi:ng. 
K. Discri2!~JnatorL Consumer & Credit Practices: 1~egroes 
sold infe"!ior quality goods at higher prices, 
excessive interest rates, .fraudulent cornmer(~ial 
practices. 
L. tJn-re,:11ons~ve R_?litica~ St~~ctu!~_: .inadequate 
represent.a tion of Negroes) iad~ of response to 
complaints, obscurity of" official grievance diannels. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
GRIEVANCES OF BLACK CITIZENS 
Key -·-- Rank-Order reported by Ken1er Commission Staff 
Grievance 'l'JPe 
Inadequate Education •••••.v••tt••······ 
Disrespectful White Attitudes ·; ...... . 
Inadequate Mw1icipal Services 
Discriminatory Police Practices .... ~ •• 
Inadequate Housing ····~·~···41·6······· 
Inadequate Welfare Programs ....... ~ ....... 
Poor Recreational. Faci1iUes ···~····· 
Unemployment and Underempioyment ••••. 
Administration of .Justice . A •••••••••• 
Inadequate Federal Programs •.••.••••• 
No. of 
Rank Citiesa 
4 9 
7 4 
10 1 
1 14 
3 14 
12 0 
5 8 
2 17 
8 3 
9 1 
K. Discriminatory Consumer and Credit 
Practii:.:es ....................... ,, • • • • .. • 11 2 
L. Unresponsive Poli tica1 Str...ict•1re ....... 6 5 
Points 
ZL 
6is 
2 
45.S 
36 
0 
21 
42 
4.5 
2.5 
2 
14 
a.. How many of the 20 cities in whicb this grievance type was one of 
the four most serious. 
b. 111e total of points for each category is the product of the number 
of cities times 4 points for most serious, 3 points for second most 
serious, 2 ~Joints for third most serious, and 1 point for 4th most 
serious grievance. 
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Tiie previot:s problem is based upon: l~euort of the National 
~-~. ·~~~~~~ 
